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THE ARMAGIDEON TIMES
Lust Semester at Trinity was a precedent
of sorts. For the first time in as long as most
people could remember, the campus was alive
with intellectual debate aver matters of social
wyponsibiliry-'issucs such as racial and ethnic
antagonism, sexual assault, homophobia,
homclessncss. hunger, the environment, the
rule of the U.S. government in Central
America, and the responsibility an institution of
higher education tiai to the community, were
on the lips and minds of many. Mast of these
consciousness raising activities and dialogues
were endorsed by the Trinity College
administration, However, [here were notable
exceptions io (his administrative support
We have searched high and low for reasons
as to why ihe activism of one particular srudem
group was, and continues to be, discriminated
against, while the rest of the activism on
campus meet! no adminstrative obstruction.
Tlie best we could come up with -was a
Karemeni thai President Gerety. made to
members of the Sexual Assault Awareness
Committee and the President of the Pan-African
Alliance: "...Some j:udent groups are more
official than others,,.."
Despite the effort! of a number of wudenrj
10 ensure that the precedence of last term's
intellectual exchange becomes a standard
catalyst for social progress in and around
Trinity, the Pan-African Alliance, and ihe
Sexual Assault Awareness Committee have
been refused the respect and courtesy thai all
other student gmups are jlveh by the
adminstration. The following account speaks
for itself...
Due to an administrative oversight, there
exists a conflict between ihe Pan-African
Alliance organized Don Muhammad lecture,
scheduled for March 6, and the Sexual Assault
Awareness Week, which has been scheduled
for March 4 • 9. Both the Pan-African Alliance
and the Sexual Assault Awareness Committee
recognized the disiincttvtness and importance
of the others' event. The two groups
consolidated to try and ensure (hat one event
would not diminish the significance of trie
other.
Told To Solve R Tnemsetves
After meeting with Cheryl I, Smith,
Director of Instituijonal Affairs, and Acting
Director of Campus Security, the l*o groups
were advised by her, and President Cerety, to
resolve the issue between themselves. Thus,
the Pan-African Alliance and die Sexual Assault
Awareness Committee created a resolution
which called for the Don Muhammad lecture to
be moved from the Washington Room on
March 6, ID ihe more easijy secured location of
the Ferris Athletic Center, some time before
Spring Break. Assuming the regard and
consideration given to other student groups
would be extended io the Pan-African Alliance
and the Sexual Assault Awareness Committee,
the resolution also stipulated that, as with any
other lectures at Trinity College, the Don
Muhammad lecture would be open to all
interested people.
Gerety Threw The Utter1 Away
Along with Sexual Assault Awareness
Committee, and the Pan-African Alliance, over
820 students then petitioned President Gerety,
endorsing thii resolution. Although there was
overwhelming support among ihe jiudcnts,
Mr.Cemy saw the letter presented to him,
which contained ihe resolution, 35 something
fit only for his garbage can. In the presenco of
several members of the Pan-African Alliance,
Mr. Gerety discarded the student supported
letter,
Ferris Security Not A Mailer
Since security is not an issue which
precludes this lecture from being held in Ferris
Athletic Center, as Cheryl Smith staled to
members of the Sexual Assault Awareness
Committee , and more than five hundred
students (note, capacity for the "Washington
Room} have already signed up to see mis
event, then it becomes a question of whether
this is Tom Gcrely's school or ours.
To avoid compromising any events of the
Sexual Assault Awareness Week, ID ensure the
maximum degree of security, and to provide-
ihc capacity for all iniettsted people, the Ferris
Athletic Center's Costing Gymnasium Is the
ideal location for the Don Muhammad lecture.
March 13, Oosting Gym, Open Co
If the Don Muhammad lecture were held in
the Costing gymnasium on March 13 and open
to all interested people, not only would (he
intellectual dialogue at Trinity Over sexual
assault and nice relations be ensured, but the
Sexual Assault Awareness Week would get the
arena it deserves, and two or three hundred
students would not be left outside, wishing
they could have seen the lecture that was
taking place on their campus.
Monday's edition of the Armagideon Times
and Students Feuding
Gerety Holds to Stance on Lecture
-by John W.M. Claud-
Editor-in-Chief
lJespite the efforts ot several
student groups, including a peti-
tion of 850 signatures, the Col-
lege administration and President
Tom Gerety have refused to move
the upcoming Don Muhammed
lecture from the Washington
Room to a more spacious venue.
College attorney Cheryl I.
Smith toldthe Tnpod on Tuesday
that she had been in contact with
Don Muhammed's office and that
nothing has been confirmed for
March 6.
But according to Pan African
Allience [PAA] President Mike
Pina '92, the lecture is set for that
day and will be held.
The lecture is scheduled
during Sexual Assault Awareness
Week, and as a result has raised
the ire of many students. PAA,
who is sponsoring the lecture, has
asked along with the Sexual As-
sault Task Force [SATF] that the
place and date of the lecture be
moved so that the two events not
conflict.
But the administration holds
that it has not been asked in any
offical manner. "No student has
approached me for an alternative
date," said Smith. "No one ap-
proached me with a request [for]
March 13."
The lecture is tentativley
slated for Tuesday, March 6, in
the Washington Room of Mather
Hall.
"If the Minister is free to
speak MArch 6,1 have no prob-
lem with that," said Smith.
Student groups involved have
asked to have the lecture moved
to the Ray Oosting Gymnasium in
Ferris Athletic Center to accomo-
date the large number of people
expected to attend.
The Washington Room holds
a capacity of approximately 400
people. Oosting Gymnasium
holds well over 1200.
Gerety's administration has
also kept the lecture closed to the
general public, despite pleas from
the PAA. "It's my under-
standing that we are trying to work
with the students concerning the
Magnet Schools Planned for Trinity
-by Patricia Pierson-
Managing Editor
Kindergartners may be at-
tending Trinity College as early
as September, 1991. If plans fora
Hartford magnet school are real-
ized, Trinity, along with Central
Connecticut State University, will
host a bilingual elementary school
adjacent to the campus.
The brainchild of Connecti-
cut Commissioner of Education
Gerald Tirozzi, these college-af-
filiated schools would serve as an
interdistrict unifying agent, join-
ing students with similar interests
and diverse backgrounds. They
are termed "magnet" Jo reflect
their special attraction to-those
students who choose to attend.
Tirozzi was quoted in last
week's Hartford Courant as say-
>ng, "Wouldn't it be wonderful if
on every college campus in this
state you had a public school?" It
is his goal to develop a magnet
system to solve the prodigious
integration problems currently
afflicting Hartford's city schools,
where 91% of the student body is
minority.
In April of 1989, civil rights
groups filed a desegregation law-
suit against the state.
Pursuant to Tirozzi' s propos-
als, President Tom Gerety has held
several meetings with the school
boards of Glastonbury, Hartford,
and West Hartford beginning in
December, 1989. This interdis-
trict planning is sponsored by a
year-long magnet immersion
school grant from the state.
According to Gerety, the
school is "still just an idea." He
stressed that, contrary to the Cour-
ant article, the magnet will not be
built upon Trinity land. "Wedon't
have enough space to give our
land to the city," said Gerety. "We
don't have space to do all that we
need to do and give it to the city,
too."
"What I though we could do
is lend our intellectual commit-
ment, the spirit of voluntarism in
our staff and our students and our
faculty, and the sense of a kind of
adoptive relationship to such a
school,"Gerety observed. "The
school boards don ' t want us to run
it or us to own it..."
If built, the school would
instruct in Spanish and English,
starting with a kindergarten class
and accomodating an additional
class for six to seven years. Fund-
ing, administration, and mainte-
nance would be provided by the
Hartford public school system.
According to the minutes of
a recent superintendents' meet-
ing, at least 20 states offer similar
programs, as well as Caqada and
several other countries. In other
language immersion environ-
ments, children have mastered
both trie second language of study
as well as English.
Woerz, Dempsey, Hewitt Notch
Positions in '93 Class Elections
-by Mark Russell-
Managing Editor
It appears that to Craig Woerz
93 and Jeff Dempsey '93, the
more things change, the more they
stay the same.
Freshman Class President Craig Woerz.
In high school in New Ca-
naan, Connecticut, the pair worked
together in the student govern-
ment for three years. Their efforts
helped to raise $6000 for their
organization. Now they have the
chance to work together again.
Woerz and Dempsey won the
presidency and vice presidency
respectively in the freshman class
election held last Thursday. Join-
ing them will be Chrissy Hewitt
'93, who was elected class secre-
tary.
"My main goal will be to
incorporate ideas for functions
which will bring the class to-
gether," said Woerz. Though he
hasn't had time to meet with the
other officers yet, the new class
president hopes to put forth ideas
such as a class newsletter and
possibly a class trip.
The trio will be working with
Susan Kinz, '89, newly hired
Assistant Director of Alumni
Relations, who will help to coor-
dinate the events for the freshman
class.
"I'm thrilled [to be working
with the newofficers]," said Kinz.
"I feel we can get a lot accom-
plished with a strong class com-
mittee."
One of the first duties of the
new freshman class administra-
tion will be to organize a class
committee. Kinz urges all inter-
ested freshmen to get in touch
with the officers as soon as pos-
sible. All freshmen are encour-
aged to join the committee.
As for Woerz, he is looking
forward to a productive year. "I
am open to all ideas, and I hope
people will come to me with their
ideas."
Gerety points to the issue of
management as the greatest di-
lemma in developing a magnet
system among the three districts,
"It's not going to be easy for them
to pull this off."
Echoing this sentiment,
Davis Professor of Business and
Economic Enterprise Gerald Gun-
derson stated, "There is a long
way between a good idea and an
opportunity." He cites the diffi-
culty of drawing the line between
Trinity's involvementin the pro-
posed school and the city's re-
sponsibilities.
'Trinity has tended to over-
promise the community," said
Gunderson. "In the last several
years there has been this
perception—that somehow wecan
really do a lot for Hartford, and
thathasn'tbeen tested yet. We're
not really set up to do all things for
all people."
With regard to Hartford's in-
tegration problem, Gunderson
cautioned that the magnet schools
may or may not prove effective,
racially or educationally, because
"they can be an elite," Yet he
concluded, "Some magnets are
better than no magnets; all mag-
nets are better than a few mag-
nets."
Gerety remains enthusiastic
and supportive of the program. "I
feel strongly that Trinity should
offer a helping hand to the city's*
public schools." Yet, he stated,
"This seems like a very modest
step, a small step in the right di-
rection."
booking of rooms," she said.
In a press statement released
February 15 by the PAA and
SATF, the administration was
accused of "oppression of B lacks
and women on this campus."
"Gerety is, once again, exer-
cising deplorable judgement in
dealing with the upcomming
Please See Students, page 4
Students Cry Foul
On Empowerment
-by John W. M. Claud-
Editor-in-Chief
The question of student dis-
empowerment has become a
prominent one at Trinity, and
leaders of some of the school's
student groups believe strongly
that students are losing control of
their campus.
Student leaders from the Pan
African Alliance and Sexual
Assault Task Force insist that
President Tom Gerety's adminis-
trative tactics are poised to alien-
ate students from the operations
of Trinity's intellectual and edu-
cational goals.
Members of the PAA have
cast doubt not only on Gerety's
intentions but his actions as well,
insinuating that he may have had
malicious intent in his handling of
the issuer surrounding ComrutA
Muhammed's lecture.
"Definitely, I think he fabri-
cated some incidents," said Jean
St. Louis '91, a member of PAA
and the all-male, all-Black group
Black Power Serves Itself [B-PSI],
referring to the events surround-
ing the Conrad Muhammed lec-
ture last December 6.
Gerety claimed at that time
to have received calls from the
Jewish Defense League {JDL] and
the Ku Klux Klan {KKKJ con-
taining threats against the speaker.
Gerety then closed the lecture to
the Hartford general public and
called for the assistance of the
Hartford city police in securing
Mather Hall.
"We don't know for a fact
that [the JDL and KKK] called,"
said St. Louis. "Gerety is the only
one who knew they called."
St. Louis and Otis Smith '90,
also a member of the Black stu-
dent groups, accused the admini-
stration of exerting excessive
control overthe upcoming lecture
by Don Muhammed. Regarding
the administration's refusal to
move the date and place of the
lecture, St. Louis said "we see it
as a constraint. There is no logic




PAA President Mike Pina
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Moving the Lecture Is First Step
The questions surrounding the upcomming Don Muhammed lecture
are numerous: Can Ferris Athletic Center and the Ray Oosting Gymnasium
be secured? What, exactly, does it need to be secured against? How does
closing the lectuie to the Hartford residents who want to see it effect
Trinity's relationship with the city? These are just the preliminary issues
raised.
The Tripod believes that the adminstration to this school is a progressive
one, and is committed to the free exchange of ideas that it claims to hold so
dear.
But the problem here is that the administration does not realize that
the students of this College are the most important element of the free
exchange of ideas. t
By choosing to disregard the over 850 signatures that called for the
lecture to be moved, Gerety is sending a very clear message to the students
of this institution. He is telling us that we are going to have to fight for every
ounce of influence we will get over the operations of this College during his
tenure as President.
Gerety is not a malicious, power-hungery man, but he does exert
enough power, authority, and influence to make him dangerous.
By keeping the lecture in the Washington Room, he excludes the Pan
African Allience (PAA), and to a large extent every student of color on this
campus, from getting a message across. Forget who believes it and who
doesn't for a moment. The fact that PAA is sponsoring the lecture does not
necessitate their support for the Nation of Islam. The message is not even
be allowed to circulate.
By keeping the lecture in the Washington Room, Gerety is telling the
women of Trinity that their cries are unheard. Sexual Assault Awareness
VVeek i&important to the College, and the administration should work with
the students to emphasize it, not cloud the week with conflicting events.
By keeping the lecture in the Washington Room, Gerety is telling
students who have ties to the city that their efforts are wasted.
The administration does have some difficult political questions to deal
with. The Nation of Islam is viewed as a dangerous group to many students, and
rightly so. Jewish students at Trinity argue convincingly that the Nation of Islam
is anti-Semetic. White students, regardless of their political or social orientation,
cannot help but be shaken when hearing their message.
And the Hartford residents who attended the last Muhammed lecture here
in November were viewed as threatening by many Trinity students. Certainly
the potential for direct conflict between interest groups is present. The
administration has some grounds for concern in this regard. But how much
conflict will result during a lecture on Black leaders of the 1960's, especially in an
atmossphere controlled by the College's interests? The Tripod's guess is not
much.
The adminstration seems almost bewildered at the outcry against their
policy. They claim that the lecture will not take place in Ferris because the
building cannot be secured, and traditionally the Roost is only used for events
sponsored by the Board of Trustees.
The tradition of the Trustees is hardly one that needs to be kept. Hang it.
Oosting Gymnasium can be secured, and has been certified so by professionals.
So neither claim holds much water.
The Tripod calls on the Administration to set terms for Minister Muhammed,
especially to the number of bodyguards and personnel he may bring. That is their
adminstrative right, and will serve to quell many fears and answer many
questions.
If they believe the students who attend the lecture are truly in jeopardy
from threats by outside groups, enlist the aid of outside help to ensure safety.
These precautions have been done before, and can be done again.
Protect the students, if they need to be, but move the lecture so the message
can be heard by those who want to hear it.
Keep the World Turning
The Tnpod wishes to congratulate Steve Kemler '90 and Andy Jen '90 for
the work they have put into on the Daily Planet, the new publication that
circulates Mather Hall every day informing students, faculty, administration,
and staff of the day's events.
Organizing each day's events is a task that a weekly publication like the
Tripod cannot accomplish accurately. It also answers several needs within the
Trinity community. .
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All letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday. Only letters signed by the
author and including a phone number for verification will be considered lor
publication Though there is, no limit on length, the Tripod reserves the right
lo edit any submission over 250 words in length. Letters may be left on the
door of the Tripod office (Jackson basement) or mailed to Box 1310 The
Tripod can be readied at 297-2583.
more likely to attend the functions at the College when they know exactly
when and where they are taking place.
The Planet also gives students a better general idea of what's going on
on this campus. Soon every student who reads the Planet will realize that
Trinity has more educational, intellectual, and social events than they realized.
The problem for the Planet will likely be funding. Currently, it is
working with the budget of Students Promoting Action to Revitalize Campus
(SPARC). The SPARC budget will probably last the Planet to the end of the
semester, but after that its publication is an uncertainty.
The Tripod therefore calls on the administration to ensure that this
project is not temporary. The deans need to support the Planet,, and lobby the
administration to ensure its success. The Student Government Association
should act to recognize the Planet as its own entity and it should be given
appropriate funding from the budget committee.
The Daily Planet is a worthwhile effort worth keeping.
Latin American Historian Should Be Graden
Trinity's History Department is one of the school's best. In fact, it is one of the best
departments of its kind at small colleges around the country. •
The Department is currently searching for a new professor of Latin American
History. It has been an intensive, nationwide search and some very quallified candidiates
want the job.
But the Tripod believes that the the job should go to Trinity's current Latin
American historian, guest lecturer Dale Graden.
Graden is, in the minds of many students, one the premier professors in the history
department. He is a PhD. candidate, and to say Gradeh is knowledgable in his field is an
understatement. He is also one of Trinity's most dynamic lecturers.
But Graden is up against some tough competition. The College has been attempting
to integrate the faculty with more minority members. This goal is an admirable one, and
this new position is a perfect chance for the faculty to garner a professional Hispanic, a
move that would also be looked upon with favor from the surrounding community.
But the Department should keep.Graden. When somone as capable as Graden is
already within the ranks of the Department, the Tripod believes that he should held onto.
The search committee is extremely capable, and the Tripod does not envy their
decision. Some impressive candidates have applied for a highly coveted position.
But let's hold on to something good we already have.
C o r r e c t i o n s • Several times in the article ort Dr. Holmes Morton (Feb. 13) Dr. Morton
was referred to as "Dr. Holmes." The Tripod regrets the errors.
•The photo on Page 1 of Giancario Esposito (Feb. 13) should have
been credited to Mike Pina '92.
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Jones TV's Editorial Called Inaccurate and Ridiculous
To the Editor:
I was deeply disturbed by
the inaccuracies and ridiculous
accusations in the editorial, "No
TV's Please in Jones Lounges."
The editor obviously did not take
the time to ask questions and
understand what was truly hap-
pening with the Jones Dormi-
tory. I found this surprising
because the Tripod had written
fairly accurate articles about
Jones last semester. Regardless,
I would like to make a few clari-
fications.
Jones Project began as an
idea from the faculty, but they
failed to follow through and
dropped the idea. It was then that
Kristina Dow, Director of Resi-
dential Services, decided to go
forth with a similar idea with the
help of her Residential Staff.
Residential Services never in-
tended Jones to be an "educa-
tional experiment" as the Tripod
refers to it. Instead, theideabehind
Jones was to create the ideal resi-
dential life atmosphere. This ideal
atmosphere includes pleasant
accomodations to make the tran-
sition to college academic and
social life as smooth as possible.
Beyond the freshman year, Jones
serves as a role model to other
dorms as a place where residents
respect their dorm and the people
living there.
These goals were set forth to
the upcoming freshmen in their
housing packet sent to them last
summer. As a part of the housing
questionnaire, the students were
asked to answer a series of ques-
tions and then mark whether or
not they would like to participate
in the Jones Project. Those who
were assigned to the Project knew
more would be expected of them
as residents, and in turn they would
be given more advantages.
The advantages offered to
Jones residents from the begin-
ning were to cover areas of both
academic and social life. They
knew that certain seminars would
be taught in the new basement
Editor Needs To Check Webster's
To the Editor:
I write in response to your
recent editorial entitled "No TV' s
Please In Jones Lounges" pub-
lished in your issue of February 6.
As you already understand,
the Jones Project is an experiment
in the feasibility of having an all-
freshman dormitory. It is impor-
tant at this point to define "experi-
ment" as "a test or trial under-
taken to discover or demonstrate
something" (thanks Mr. Webster).
This experiment (attempt, ven-
ture, speculation, trial, probation
- thanks Mr. Roget) is an attempt
to see what is possible for future
use.
Many of the positive results
brought about by the Jones Proj-
ect include a sense of community
among the freshman class; a pro-
ductive environment for nuturing
friendship and finally a place
where other freshmen can come
and "hang out" with their peers.
In the likely event that this "ex-
periment" proves feasible - tele-
vision included - then perhaps
other lounges may enjoy having a
television. However, until this
experiment is assessed may I
suggest ("bring to the mind con-
sideration") that the writer of the
editorial consult Mr. Webster or
Mr. Roget for clarification before
proceeding with anothereditorial.
Sincerely,
Quanti E. Davis '93
classroom. The purpose of the
two lounges per floor is to prov ide
one study room and another so-
cial lounge. If the editor had
visited Jones, he would have no-
ticed that the study room is
equipped with desks and chairs,
and is used constantly. At the
same time, the social lounge is
more comfortable with couches
and yes, televisions. The lounges
serve differentpurposes, and serve
them extremely well.
Now, about the TVs. They
were all a part of the package to
make Jones an attractive place to
live. They were installed after a
semester of successful and re-
spectful living. The Jones resi-
dents have a certain dedication to
the dorm, and they take excellent
care of it. We don't walk through
piles of garbage and pools of beer
every Sunday morning. If you're
up late working on a paper and
there is a lot of noise next door,
Jones residents don't have a prob-
lem asking their neighbor to be a
little quieter and get results. Hall
life is spectacular. As a junior, I
can honestly say lam envious of
the excellent freshman experience
Jones residents have.
The bottom line is that the
TVs should not even be an issue.
Every freshman had the opportu-
nity to apply to live in Jones, and
many did not choose this option.
Residential Services is not play-
ing favorites; the Jones residents
have proven that they can handle •
having TVs in their lounges with-
out them being stolen or dam-
aged. Other dorms on campus are
disgusting. There is very little
respect for the buildings and the
lounges as a whole. How can we
expect to keep a TV in a lounge
where a couch only stays for less
than a week?
There is a chance that there
will be another freshman dorm
next year. This dorm would offer
the same advantages as Jones. It
would be amazing to have all the
dorms on campus prov ide this type
of environment, but there is not
enough staff, money, or coopera-
tion from the upperclassmen for
this to happen overnight. Until
those factorschange, we willhave
to take it one dorm at a time. If
you would like to be involved in
such a living experience, apply to
be an RAH
One last point, is this the
biggest issue the Tripod could
find to gripe about this week?
Let's concentrate on the impor-
tant issues, please.
Sincerely,
Ann E. Newman '91
Program Assistant for the
Freshman Experience
Residential Services Staff
Rucci1 s Dismissal Unfair; Administration Lacks Concern
To the Editor:
We would like to express our
opinion about the dismissal of
Biagio Rucci, former Director of
Security. In light of the recent
statements made about this ac-
tion we believe there may be con-
fusion concerning this issue. We
are outraged at the
administration's handling of this
matter, its blatant disregard of
correct procedures, and its lack of
honesty with the students and the
public.
In order to prove such seri-
ous accusations we will use facts
and information derived from the
security department itself and a
source very close to Rucci.
We would first like to ad-
dress the issue of Rucci's compe-
tency as security director. When
Mr. Rucci was terminated he re-
ceived a letter from Human Re-
sources explaining why his serv-
ices were no longer desired.
Specifically, it emphasized his
inability to manage a security
department. What basis did
Donna Wilson, head of Human
Resources, have for this serious
claim? She admitted that the
guards never registered a formal
complaint against Rucci. Per-
haps she used her own judgement
and decided this action with no
concrete evidence. Perhaps she
was influenced by President Ger-
ety on the basis of his informal
meetings with random security
guards. Perhaps she acted under a
advisement of the Cincinatti un-
ion-busting firm (which suppos-
edly has no connection with Ger-
ety).
The administration's accusa-
tion of Rucci's inability to man-
age a department is unsubstanti-
ated and unfounded. Prior to his
position at Trinity, Rucci served
on the Hartford Police force for
34 years and achieved the rank of
deputy chief, commanding 482
police officers. The implication
that he could not administer a
force consisting of 20 guards is an
insult to the intelligence of the
Trinity community. The question
of Rucci's inappropriate militancy
(as raised by Gerety according to
an anonymous source) also needs
to be addressed. Those guards
who allegedly complained about
this to Gerety and Cheryl Smith
(Director of Institutional Affairs)
in actuality represent a small
number of guards who had been
reprimanded by Rucci. For ex-
ample, Rucci did not tolerate or
excuse guards caught off campus
during their shifts or sleeping in
theirpatro] cars while on duty. As
The opinions expressed in
these letters do not
necessarily reflect the views,
thoughts, opinions, or
beliefs of the Tripod as a
whole or in part.
students concerned for our safety
and personal belongings on this
campus we should applaud Rucci
for doing his job rather than con-
fuse his effective management
with militancy. It was not until
the threat of unionization appeared
that the sentiments of approval
and appreciation by the admini-
stration suddenly diminished.
Various administrators had writ-
ten favorable evaluations of Rucci
each year he was here. Even
President Gerety showed his
appreciation by sending Rucci a
box of chocolates for an excellent
job on the security of the Conrad
Muhammad speech—a job on
which Rucci spent over 12 hours
only a few weeks after undergo-
ing major surgery. We assume
that less than a month later Gerety
found Rucci an unacceptable di-
rector without any evidence what-
soever.
How is our campus presently
functioning without the services
of Rucci? We have observed
security guards, 3 or 4 a ta a time,
congregating at various areas
simply socializing. Meanwhile,
last weekend alone six cars were
burglarized; a number dispropor-
tionately higher than last semes-
ter. The security escort, origi-
nally implemented by Rucci, is
now often unavailable to students
for reasons such as inclement
weather. This has never before
been the case.
In conclusion we would like
to include our dismay at the due
process which was not afforded to
Bill Rucci. He still has not had a
hearing to tell his side of the story.
Is this proper Trinity College
policy? As a stauch proponent of
First Amendment rights Tom
Gerety seems to be hypocritically
suppressing someone's freedom
of speech and due process. The
students, faculty, and staff of
Trinity owe it to themselves to
recognize the administration's
lack of concern forthe rights of its
employees and the seccurity of its
students.
Sincerely,
Erin K. Galvin "92






The article appearing in the
February 13 issue of the Trinity
Tripod reporting on the visit of
Dr. Holmes Morton is an embar-
rassment to the entire Trinity
community. The article is riddled
with so many errors that one is
tempted to question the journalis-
tic ability of those involved in its
publication. After reading the
article, I am not sure who the
article is written about. No less
than eight times is Dr. Morton
referred to as Dr. Holmes (who is
he?). Five times the author—is
it Mr, Savage or Mr. Jason?—
gets it correct by referring to him
as Dr. Holmes Morton or Dr,
Morton. This works out to an
"accuracy average"of .385 which
is not bad for a baseball player but
absolutely unacceptable for a
reporter. This article reflects a
lack of effort, responsible jour-
nalism, and pride in one's work. I
certainly hope that Mr. Claud (dare
I say Mr. John) as editor-in-chief
will pay more attention to what





Commercial Cheapens Trinity Degree
To the Editor:
On Sunday, February 12 we
were shocked and dismayed by
the appearance of a television
advertisement on Channel 20 for
the Trinity College Individual-
ized Degree Program. Werealize
advertisement of some sort is nec-
essary, but a poorly produced
commercial equalling thosepf the
Wilfred Beauty Academy and the
American School of Welding
(welders, hairstylists, and lovers
of, please don't take offense)
debases and devaluates this insti-
tution. A ruinous commercial
under the auspices of Trinity
College undermines our educa-
tional efforts and taints our de-
grees. Furthermore, it fails to
show us in any better light to the
community we are supposedly
trying so hard to impress. It is our
sincerest wish that these commer-
cials be discontinued as soon as
possible.
Sincerely,
Lisa A. Abshire '90
Elizabeth A. Bakulski '91
The Tripod
Trinity's Public Forum
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Racial Harrassment Policy A Step In the Right Direction
-by Mike Pina-
Special to the Tripod
The racial harassment policy
has been under siege based on a
misnomer that it unfairly censors
free speech, based on the vague-
ness of the terms, based on
people's personal feelings about
a "special policy to deal with racial
harassment," and based on a mis-
understanding about the scope and
intent of the racial harassment
policy.
It has been under covert as
well as overt attack in the Trinity
Tripod. It was front page news
that five or six incidents of al-
ledged racial harassment were
unjustified claims; however,
nowhere could it be found until
today, that there were more than
two hundred recorded incidents
of racial harassment in America's
universities. Included were, writ-
ten on a classroom blackboard,
"Amindisaterriblethingto waste
— especially on a nigger," and a
group of white students painted
themselves black, put rings on
their noses and held a "jungle
party." (John C. Brittain, Arthur
L. Johnson, Universities Confront
the Language of Hate)
In, a December issue of the
Tripod the editor, in attempting to
attack ihe racial harassment pol-
icy,demonstrated the-widespread
ignorance and misunderstanding
about the policy. In his article
entitled "Sack the Harassment
Policy," Rob Cockburn was
blinded by a storm of controversy
that Minister Louis Farrakhan
spokesman Don Muhammed
stirred up. His reactionary logic
was I feel that there may be dis-
crepancies in the policy; there-
fore, sack the policy. The racial
harassment policy investigation
paragraph must be examined. It
states that'"... if an act of harass-
ment is committed on our campus
by someone other than a member
of our community, the approprU
ate authorities will be notified."
Don Muhammed is responsible
for himself. If he is guilty then he
has disobeyed the law, and as a
non-member of the Trinity com-
munity, he is accountable to other
authorities. The one thing that the
controversy surrounding Don
Muhammed's lecture taught Rob
Cockburn is t h a t " . . . President
Gerety's Racial Harassment Pol-
icy must go,.. ." This policy does
not belong to Mr. Gerety, it is
ours; moreover, the controversy
suiTounding Don Muhammed's
lecture tell the Trinity community
Absolutley nothing about our ra-
cial harassment policy.
The racial harassment policy
is composed of a preamble, rea-
soning why we have the policy ,
an investigative procedure, adefi-
nition of racial harassment and
someone other thatn a Trinity
person is alleged harasser, then ".
. .the appropriate authorities will
be notified.
The Racial HarrasmentBoard
has done a significant amount of
work to improve the procedural
aspects of the policy, and to ex-
plain the intent; however, many
students claim that clauses in the
third and fourth paragraphs which
vaguely define instances which
can be considered racial harass-
ment unfairly limit free speech
and expression.
tempts to severely restrict our
fundamental right to freedom of
speech and expression." He is
concerned that severe penalties
could be levied against people
tha t " . . . use expressions such as
'nigger,' 'kike,' 'spic,' . . . "
According to our racial harass-
ment policy the intention behind
the expression is crucial. "Racial
harassment encompasses a range
of hostile behaviors motivated by
an intention on the part of the
harasser to make another feel
unwelcome or inferior on the basis
"Our policy is not perfect, but it is one
smaE step in a long process toward a
peaceful, harmonious atmosphere..."
the listing of some of the damage
it can have on people, aparagraph
explaining what our definition of
harassment encompasses, a series
of action clauses for filing a
greivance and appeal process, and
finally, a description of the com-
position of the Racial Harassment
Board.
It is designed to to insure that
traditionally oppressed groups are
not hindered by racism from
having the most fruitful educa-
tional experience possible. Be-
cause the college feels that racism
" . . . undermines all that we want
to accomplish in a liberal arts
college... [and] racist acts can so
threaten the college . . . " a sepa-
rate procedure to deal specifically
with racial harassment was for-
mulated. .
The preamble and the first
paragraph denounce racial intol-
erance, state that it is illegal, list a
few of the effects of racism, and
give a rationale for instating a
policy.
In the second paragraph the
college reiterates the seriousness
of such an offense by stating that
conviction of such an offense
could lead to suspension orexpul-
sion. Also included is a commit-
ment to prompt investigation. If
In a fall issue of the Trinity
Tripod Augusto Lopez interpreted
and criticized the racial harass-
ment policy. He correctly stated
that it would be easier to objec-
tively judge the damage caused
by overt racism, but to judge the
damge caused by covert racism
would be difficult. You cannot
judge how much dignity, self-
esteem, and security was lost;
however, Mr. Lopez missed what
the policy was trying to address.
Racism and racist acts are wrong,
and it does not matter whether it is
overt or covert. The policy is
designed to judge whether or not
a person committed racist acts,
not whether or not a person was
injured and to what extent. No
one has the right to harass people,
and the racial harassment calls for
the harasser to be dealt with se-
verely. Mr. Lopez also missed the
point that the clause which sup-
ports his argument is merely a list
of examples of how racism ef-
fects us. " . . . Racism leads to . . . .
subtler forms of harm — loss of
dignity, security, and self-es-
teem."
Lopez appears to be a propo-
nent of unlimited free speech. He
feels that the racial harassment
policy " . . . unequivocally atr
of race." There must be an inten-
tion behind the epithets. Mr.
Lopez used those racial epithets
in his letter to the editor, and no
one is seeking to bring him up on
charges because to make some-
one feel unwelcome or inferior on
the basis of race was not his inten-
tion. Other forms of thoughtless
behavior which could lead to
ambarrassment and "loss of dig-
nity" were not and are tools of
oppression of a race of people;
therefore, they are not suspect
categories and do not need special
legislation.
The racial harassment policy
does not preclude anyone from
being a hater of another group, or
a racist, but what it does so is
insure that the victim of the hate
will not be penalized and subject
to conditions which may hinder
his or her learning and participa-
tion in functions of this college.
Augusto Lopez seems to believe-
that the right to free expression
supercedes all other moral and
legal grounds. If the content of
graffiti causes damage to a per-
son, then the author should be
accountable for the content of it.
The first amendment right to free
speech and expression is not carte
blanche to say and do anything,
for it has limitations. It is illegal
to yell "fire" in a crowded theater
because it may incite chaos which
could lead to physical harm.
"The principle of free expres-
sion,.which' allows one to direct
hateful language at victims of
discrimination clearly clashes
with the efforts of the universities
to embody principles of equality
within anti-discrimination poli-
cies," The governmental limita-
tions on free speech include words
which incite violence or chaos,
and expressions of ideas which
send messages of inferiority.
The racial harassment policy
is correct in citing the use of racial
epithets to demean someone as
racial harassment because it could
cause physical retaliation of sig-
nificant force. Furthermore, Pro-
fessor C. Lawrence studied the
effects that epithets such as
"nigger," "kike," "chink," "spic,"
"faggot," "bitch," and "whore"
have on people. These words".
. . actually hurt their victims in
terms of psychological disfunc-
tion and thus exert the same basic
effect as physical assault."
The most valid criticism of
the policy came from student
government President Melissa
Gold. In an issue of the Trinity
Tripod she said,"... it was slightly
irresponsible of the school to thrust
a policy on students without giv-
ing guidelines to organizations on
how to follow it . . ." Further-
more, if the sections were more
clearly defined, as they were ear-
lier in this paper, it would make it
easier to interpret correctly. No
one should underestimate the
power of the President's interpre-
tation of the policy because the
final appeal of a charge goes to
him alone. It would be fitting to
request that the President put a
document out which simply ex-
plains the "fighting words" sec-
tion, and to label the sections more
definitively.
Our policy is not perfect, but
it is one small step in a long proc-
ess toward a peaceful, harmoni-
ous atmosphere where all are
welcome to freely exchange is-
sues. Indefinitely does notneed to
be sacked.
The author is the President
of the Pan African Alliance.
Fiersoti's Article on Barry Wrong; Mayor's Arrest Justified
argues that the sting operation set is not grateful that the mayor was
up by the District police and the arrested, for look where it has led
To the Editor: the means employed last month to
I am writing in response to catch DC Mayor Marion Barry in
Managing Editor Patty Pierson's the act of smoking crack were out
article entitlpH "Rnrrv's Arrest a of proportion to the crime he is
alleged to have committed. She
rightly points out that had Barry
been an ordinary citizen, the au-
thorities would not have gone to
.arti itled Ba y
Breach of Justice," which ap-
peared in the Tripod's January 30
edition, in which the author ar-
gues several points with which I
strongly disagree.
Pierson argues first of all thai
suchextreme lengths to catch him.
The FBI is normally not used nor
Next Stop, f/(/
5th Anniversary Spring Season
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Rourvsd searing for oil performontei
are such costly investigations
undertaken to apprehend the
common drug user. He is the
mayor of Washington, DC, the
nation's capital and one of the
largest urban areas. As one who is
constantly watched by the public
and looked toward for leadership,
Barry is in a very special position.
There is more at







the law for that
matter. He is the
mayor, for
heaven's sake!







FBI was the "worst kind of en-
trapment." According to Black's
Law Dictionary, entrapment is
defined as "the act of officers or
agents of the government in in-
ducing aperson to commit a crime
not contemplated by him." How
do we know that Barry.'s alleged
crime was not one he would not
otherwise have committed? The
police had more than reasonable
cause to suspect that Barry was a
drug user. More important how-
ever, no one forced the mayor to
do anything that night. He went to
the hotel room willingly, and he
(allegedly) smoked crack of his
own free will. According to cur-
rent law, it is not illegal to create
the opportunity for someone to
commit a crime, which is all the
police and FBI did.
I agree with Pierson that the
solution to the drug problem lies
not in incarceration-, but in reha-
bilitation. I am surprised that she
him. After years of rumored
substance abuse, Barry now finds
himself in a Florida rehab center.
This arrest might be thought of as
the catalyst which led Barry to
finally begin to come to grips with
his problem and seek treatment.
No, voters should not be, as
Pierson says, "most shocked by
the manner in which their mayor
was caught" instead of by his al-
leged use of crack. Barry is the
"first citizen" of the District ot
Columbia. He is the city's leader,
an example for others to follow.
He has high standards to live up to
- higher than those of the average
citizen. His arrest was anything
but a breach of justice. It was in
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Rev. Tull to Retire; Twenty-Five Years of Service
Jay Akasie-
News Staff Writer
In a recent letter to the Trin-
ity community, the Rev. Dr. Alan
C. Tull announced his plan to
retire as the school's chaplain, a
position which he has held for the
past twenty-five years. Dr. Tull
believes that this anniversary is a
good point to move on, and has
begun to consider the next step in
his career.
"Twenty-five years is a good
benchmark to think about these
things," saidDr. Tull, who in June
is embarking on his first sabatical
in twenty-six years. He has the
option to stay on a leave of ab-
sence until the end of 1990. The
arrangement, made last year with
former President English, will
give him enough time to explore
the many possibilities ahead of
him. "I'm considering some
things,"saidTull,"butthere really
isn't a rush, with eleven months
ahead of me."
As far as his future work is
concerned, Tull is already certain
what he wants to pursue. "I regard
myself as a teacher. That's why I
came to Trinity originally, so I
hope to continue." He added,"l
also feel like I'll have time to get
some ideas on paper - there are
some books that should be writ-
ten. Whatever I do in the future,
I hope it's something that involves
people."
Tull, reflecting on his per-
sonal experiences, recalled some
of the most noteworthy events of
the past twenty-five years. He
distinctly remembers the Trinity
sit-in of 1968, when he spent
fourteen hours in his office nego-
ti ating the end of a dispute involv-
ing the school's commitment to
scholarships forminority students.
And he lauds the exceptional
music in the Chapel over the years,
as well as the cornucopia of excit-
ing people from all over the world
who have preached at Trinity.
One such speaker, Tull noted,
was the Lord Bishop of Oxford,
who had been Tull's graduate
supervisor in seminary. He re-
called, as well, when in 1966 the
Trinity Chapel held one of the
first rock & roll masses in the
Episcopal Church. "I actually
recieved hate mail by those ac-
cusing me of bringing the 'hood-
lum element' into the Church," he
said.
A native of Salt Lake City,
Dr. Tull was an undergraduate at
Stanford University and studied
three yeans at the General Theo-
logical Seminary in New York
City. He spent the next three
years as a country parson in East-
ern Utah, overseeing four differ-
ent congregations, two of which
were made up of Native Ameri-
cans. "I logged 180 miles per
Sunday," said Tull. He returned
to the General Theological Semi-
nary as a fellow and tutor, and
after spending a year on his dis-
sertation there, came to Trinity to
teach in 1964. He was installed as
chapl ain a year later, and rec ieved
his doctorate in 1968.
Since then, the Rev. Dr. Tull
has been involved in several stu-
dent groups. During the late
19601S, he served as the faculty
advisor to a fraternity, no longer
at Trinity. Tul! proudly adds that,
during his tenure here, more stu-
dents have gone on to the Episco-
pal seminaries from Trinity than
from any other college in the
country.
Tull is aidingthe search proc-
cess for a new chaplain by sub-
mitting to President Tom Gerety
what he callsa"theological analy-
sis" of the job. "I've indicated
how I' ve seen the position change
over the past twenty-five years,
and what decisions will need to be
made in the future. I also believe
that a restructuring of the job is
needed." President Gerety is
expected to name a search com-
mittee for a new chaplain soon.
Note: This article appeared in
last week's issue with numerous
inconsistencies. The article was
written by Jay Akasie, not Mary
Ann Brooks. The Tripod apolo-
gizes far the errors.
Engineers' Diversity
Among Top in Country
-by Mark Russell-
Managing Editor
Rarely does one think of a
specific academic department as
nearly exclusive to Trinity.
The Engineering department
STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN
OXFORD
Several colleges of Oxford University have invited the Wash-
ington International Studies Council to recommend qualified
students to study for one year or for one or two terms Lower
Junior status is required, and graduate study is available. Stu-
dents are directly enrolled in their colleges and receive transcripts
from their Oxford college: this is NOT a program conducted by a
U.S. College in Oxford. 3.2 minimum index in major required.
An alternative program which is sponsored by a U.S. Univer-
sity is available for students with minimum indexes of 2.7. Stu-
• dents will have social and athletic rights in an Oxford college, and
the fees are substantially less.
Since 1986, students recommended by WISC have been
directly enrolled (and received transcripts from) flveoftej.o-
feges and halls which compo.se the University of Oxford; these, s t *
dents previously studied at over 60 leading U.S. colleges. Written




WISC offers summer internships with Congress, with the





is such a department. Among the
east coast schools in the top twenty
liberal arts schools in the nation
according to US. NewsandWorld
Report, only Swarthmore and
Trinity have their own in-house
engineering department. Accord-
ing to Professor and Chairman of
the Engineering and Computer
Science department Joesph
Bronzino, that places Trinity stu-
dents at a distinct advantage.
"Every liberally educated
student should have a knowledge
of what technical innovation is all
about," said Bronzino.
Annualy, approximately
eight to twelve students major in
some sort of engineering field at
Trinity. The highest number of
recent majors was eighteen, in
1985-1986.
"The number of majors have
paralleled the national trends
because of the dependence on
math competency," Bronzino said.
Bronzino sees the engineer-
ing and computer science depart-
ments as a bonus for the Trinity
community. 'Trinity provides a
unique position for students to
have a cognition of technology
and technical innovation," he said.
- The department is currently
hard at work on a number of proj-
ects, the longest ongoing project
being a study of bio-medical
implications of the functioning
process of the brain. More spe-
cifically, students study the engi-
neering techniques involved of
how the brain reacts. This study
has received grants from the Na-
tional Institues of Health and the
National Science Foundation for
over 15 years.
Another project, under the
guidance of Professor Roy Davis,
concerns sports medicine. Stu-
dents measure the force involved
in the rowing stroke and examine
exercise profiles during cycling, a
project which also involves moni-
toring and exercise physiology.
Professor David Ahlgren is
also working to develop an AIDS
simulation in a new project.
The computer science area is
also involved in a number of proj-
ects. Professor AJonzo Grace is
overseeing the development of
HyperCard education materials
while Professor Ralph Morelli is
working on an expert system
which uses computers to replicate
knowledge.
Students from Trinity are also
working in conjunction with the
micro-computer area at the Uni-
versity of Connecticut to construct
a microchip using the latest tech-
nology.
The seeming paradox of a
specific scientific department at a
liberal arts school makes sense to
Professor Bronzino. "The defini-
tion of liberal arts has changed.
We are no longer in the renais-
sance, but rather in twentieth
century United States," he said.
'Technological innovation is not
only part of life but part and par-
cel of" our society."
New Bookstore a Possibility
An ad hoc faculty-administration committee and the
SGA bookstore committee are examining the possibilty
of instituting a new bookstore on this campus. Each
Compny's presentation will include an all-campus
meeting, open to the public.
Thursday, March 1 - Atticus Bookstore, Garmany Hall,
Austin Arts Center.
Tuesday, March 6 - Albion Books, Rittenburg Lounge,
Mather Hall.
Tuesday, March 20 - Barnes and Noble, Widener Gallery,
Austin Arts Center.
Thursday, March 22 - Follette College Bookstores,
Rittenburg Lounge, Mather Hall.
All meetings will take place from 12:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.
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Students, Administration Face Off Security Blotter
Continued from Page 1
Muhammed lecture and the plans
for the National Sexual Assault
Awareness Week by attempting
to pitthe two very importantevents
and groups against one another,"
the release said.
Heavy criticism also fell upon
Gerety for not opening the lecture
to the public. The release con-
cluded that "..the Hartford com-
munity remains on the outside
looking in."
Monday, all Trinity students
recieved a campus wide mailing
entitled The Armagideon Times.,
taken from the title of a song by
the rock group The Clash. The
release was a presentation of the
events surrounding the lecture,
and was heavily critical of Presi-
dent Gerety and Smith.
"We have searched...for rea-
sons as to why the activism of one
particular student group was, and
continues to be, discriminated
against, while the rest of the activ-
ism on campus meets no adminis-
trative obstruction," the flierread.
"The best we could come up with
was a statement that President
Gerety made to members of the
Sexual Assulat Awareness Com-
mittee and the President of the
Pan African Allience: "'...Some
student groups are more official
than others..."'
On Tuesday another Times
flier was circulated. This issue
announced the formation of
"Consolidated", a satellite of the
PAA and Sexual Assault Aware-
ness Committee.
"...A coalition has been
formed between the Sexual As-
sault Awareness Committee, the
Pan African Allience, and other
similar student ideas," the flier
read. "The creation of Consoli-
dated is a response to discrimina-
tory and repressive bureacracy,
lack of accountability, and lack of
due process on the part of the
Trinity College Administration."
The Times later made refer-
ence to "Uncle Tom's campus"
and the "war against inequality;
Racist, Sexist, and Economic..."
The President's office had no
comment on either publication.
Director of the Women's
Center Diane Martel made the
position of the Task Force clear.
"Both issues are very important,"
said Martel. "They both deserve
their own weeks because they are
going to conflict with each other.
We are still going ahead with our
Awareness Week."
The Sexual Assault Task
Force is, according to Martel, an
ad hoc group of students, faculty,
and staff members who coordi-
nated Sexua Assault Awareness
Week. The Sexual Assault Aware-
ness Committee is a student group
which is an unassociated offspring
of the SATF.
The petition drive was started
Wednesday, February 14. Mem-
bers of PAA and the Sexual As-
sault Task Force gathered 850
signatures in alittle over 24 hours,
hitting both classrooms and
Mather Hall.
The drive effected an alli-
ance between PAA and SAAC
and the groups made clear that
little conflict exists on the issue of
the lecture's location. The petiton
was used in a meeting with Presi-
dent *Gerety as support for the
movemnt of the lecture. SATF
wanted the lecture moved "be-
cause we had an event planned in
the Underground, which would
be cancelled because the building
would be sealed off," said Linsday
McNair '90, an SATF member.
Smith responded to this criti-
cism by saying "We pride our-
selves on the diversity of activity
we have here," referring to the
types of lectures and exhibitons at






Yale University, a leader in biomedical
and other scientific research, offers a
wide range of laboratory research
opportunities. Here, recent graduates
can increase their knowledge, develop
their talents, and enrich their experi-
ence in a stimulating, state-of-the-art
research environment. We have
immediate openings for:
Research Assistant s
A bachelor's in biological or physical sciences is required; laboratory expe-
rience is a plus.
In addition to many on-campus cultural and athletic facilities, Yale University
provides competitive salaries and outstanding benefits, including- 22
vacation days, 4 personal days, 13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick days,
all paid; tuition reimbursement and audit privileges for University courses-
Hex-time; medical and dental plans; and much more.
Contact your Career Services Office for on-campus recruiting date or
send your resume to: A. Kaye, Yale University, Department of Human
Resources, 155 Whitney Avenue, P.O. Box 1404, Yale Station, New
Haven, CT 06520.
Yale University
Yale University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.
Monday, February 12 at 12:30 p.m. - Summit
A parking lot: Student reported to Security office that
his 1989 Cavalier had been stolen from the lot.
Windsor Police had contacted the student to report
vehicle had been involved in a chase with them.
Student has no idea when vehicle was taken and
Hartford Police also notified.
Sunday, February 18 at 3:01 a.m. and 4:38
a.m. - Woodward Dorm: Student reported that a male
was outside her door wanting to talk with her.
Student did not want to speak with subject and
informed same she was going to contact Security.
Subject left but returned, and student called Security.
Officers found subject, another student, probably
intoxicated. Student given escort back to his dorm
without further incident.
Thursday, February 22 at 10:50 a.m. - Tennis
Courts by Austin Arts Center: Security Officer
noticed smoke coming from northeast comer of
location. Checked same and found active fire. Fire
Department contacted and put out same. Fire
apparently started by 2 non-students. 7 Shrubs and a
15 foot square patch were burned.
Friday, February 23 at 9:40 a.m. - Medical
Office: Employee suffering from chest pains needed
transportation to hospital. Security Officer provided
same to Hartford Hospital.
Saturday, February 24 at 2:14 - Ferris:
Visiting lacrosse player transported to emergency
room at Hartford Hospital for wound on side of his
head. Injury sustained as player was exiting a
vehicle.
Sunday, February 25 at 12:30 a.m. - High
Rise: student noticed a broken window, northeast
entrance to dorm. Unknown as to how same was
broken, small drops of blood were noticed in area
where glass was broken outside of the door. Boiler
room personnel contacted.
Sunday, February 25 at 3:55 p.m. - Ferris,
Rowing Room: Student reported that damage had
been done to all ten rowing machines. Vandalism
confined to LED meter controls. Some had been
broken off completely of left useless on machine.
Meters intact on Saturday 2/24/90 at 12:00 noon.
Security Officer spoke with student desk worker who
stated that all had been fairly quiet.
Questions .of .Empowerment
Continued from Page 1
also cast doubt on the
Administration's intentions. "If
it's supposed to be a free exchange
of ideas then [Gerety] should not
hinder it," Pina said. "As Presi-
dent of PA A, I am concerned about
the way that the administration
treats Black students," said Pina.
He contends that Black students
at Trinity were under an "unfair
amount of scrutiny."
Pina also addressed the issue
of student disempowerment on a
campus-wide level. "One idea
shoul dn' t be blocked just because
its unfavorable," said Pina. As
well, Pina accused College attor-
ney Cheryl Smith of sending
Minister Muhammed a contract
to speak here, a policy not nor-
mally followed with speakers.
Smith claims the letter to be "just
a letter of understanding. I
wouldn't call it a contract. I
wanted to make sure we very
carefully communicated a pro-
ceedure about our policies and
procedures."
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There's Something Wrong With a Guy Who Wears Red Undershorts
I guess you're all as
excited as I am about the
upcoming fair trial and
conviction of Manuel Noriega
on charges of being a little
toad-faced human spittoon.
As you recall, Noriega
surrendered to U.S. troops in
the culmination of a major
military operation ordered by
President George
"Geronimo" Bush after many
anguished moments of
agonizing over what the
official operation nickname








But finally he settled on
"Operation Just Cause," and
he sent 26,000 troops down
there, and they finally got
MAnuel, and the Justice
Department issued the
following triumphant
statement: "Wait a minute!
Our warrant was for an
IRVING Noriega of Panama,
Kansas!"
No really, Manuel is
definitely our man. The State
Department correctly
identified him in a police
lineup that included a number
of other dictators, including
Baby Doc Duvalier of Extreme
Luxury, France, and the late
Ferdinand Marcos- Also our
forces in Panama uncovered
some highly incriminating
evidence against Noriega,
such that — Tipper Gore,
please shield your eyeballs—
he wore RED
UNDERSHORTS. Really. This
was formally revealed by the
U.S. military command and
reported as actual news in all
the media, including The New
York Times.
And with good reason.
Because as Americans, we can
all agree that there is
something fundamentally
wrong with a guy who wears
red undershorts. A regular
American guy wears the kind
of undershorts that are clearly
specified in the
M o n r o e
D o c t r i n e ,
namely white










he has had them
since high
school, in many




t h e s e
undershorts, on
a fundamental
u n s p o k e n
emotional level,
' than to his spouse.
This is the kind of
undershorts I wear, and I'm
sure President Bush does, too.
But just to make sure, I called
the White House (this is true).
I was transferred to a person
in Media Relations, and we had
the following conversation:
ME: What kind of undershorts
does President Bush wear?
MEDIA RELATIONS
PERSON: What?
ME: I mean, they're not RED,
right?
The Media Relations
person said he'd get back to
me, and about a half-hour later
he did, with the following
statement:
Dave Barry
"There is no information on
that."
I'm sure there is
probably a reasonable
explanation for this, National
Security, probably. I'm sure
the fact that the White House
has gone to such great lengths
to conceal the nature of the
President's undershorts does
NOT suggest that they have
any unusual characteristics,
such as a little embroidered
bunny rabbit or a gold locket
with a picture of Donny
Osmond, and as an American
I am frankly not going to
speculate about this in print.
The point is that we got
Noriega, and all that remains
now is to give him a fair trial in



















t o t a l l y ,
pathetically,
out-of-it? It





will be held in Miami. My
town. Believe me, this is the
mother lode of Noriega jurors.
We have peoplo here who
make Oliver North jurors look
like Ted Koppel. 1 drive behind
these people all the time.
They'll get in the left-turn lane,
which has giant arrows
pointing left and signs that say
LEFT TURN ONLY, and when
the green arrow lights up,
pointing left, these people will
attempt to turn: right. Of
course! Why not?? And when
you honk at these people, they
have NO IDEA why. They
take both hands off the wheel
so they can scratch the points
of their heads, which are
emitting visible question
marks that look exactly like
the ones Sluggo used to emit
in the old Nancy comic strip.
So I'm sure the fair trial
and conviction will go off
without a hitch, serving as a
warning to brutal corrupt
murdering dictators
everywhere that they're going
to feel the mighty righteous
wrath of the U.S. government,
unless, of course, they happen
to be the brutal murdering
corrupt murdering dictators of
China, in which case they're
going to feel the warm moist
lipsof U.S. government envoys
smooching against their
behinds. We've decided to
graciously overlook the recent
mass killings and remain
friends with the Chinese
leaders because of their
complex foreign policy
considerations, such as that
they gave us that real nice set
of pandas. Recently, we even
sontTotaYW Renovatt\\ Fin-iivr
President "Dick" Nixon over
there for a nice gef-togeflier.
"Dick," by the way, weatN fou r
sets of boxer shorts
simultaneously, not that this
is any of your business.
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
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LECTURES
Thursday, March 1 -"Stereotyped
Thinking About Individuals" by
SHaron Herzberger, professsor of
psychology at Trinity College.
12:15 p.m. Women's Center,
Mather Hall. Free admission.
Monday, March 5 - "The Romans
of Renaissance Rome" by Laurie
Nussdorfer, a faculty member at
Wesleyan University. 4:30 p.m.
Room 320, Austin Arts Center.
Free admission. Sponsored by
Trinity College's Cesare Barbieri
Center of Italian Studies.
Monday, March 5 - "Roman Statu-
ary in the Making" by Amanda
Claridge of the British School at
Rome. 8:15 p.m. McCook Audi-
torium. Sponsored by the Hart-
ford Society of the Archeological
Institute of America in conjunc-
tion with the Trinity College
Classics Department, Free admis-
sion.
Wednesday, March 7 - "Effects
of Protein Malnutrition on Brain
Function" by Joseph D. Bronzino,
Vernon Roosa Professor of Ap-
plied Science at Trinity College
and a resident of Simsbury, Conn.
4p.m. Faculty Club, HamlinHall.
Free admission. This event is part
of the Trinity College Faculty
Lecture Series.
Thursday, March 8 - "Christians,
Indians, and Land: A Review of
the Mohegan Land Chase in the
18th Century" by Professor E. P.
Thompson of Cambridge Eng-
land. 4:30 p.m. McCook Audito-
rium. Trinity College's 1990
Mead Lecture in History. Free
admission.
Monday, March 12 - "The Church
in Central America" by the Rev.
Edward N. Copland, rector at St.
Matthew's Episcopal Church,
Evanston, 111. 4:15 p.m. Rit-
tenburgLounge, MatherHall. Free
admission. This event is part of
Latin America Week sponsored
by Latin American Studies at
Trinity College.
Tuesday, March 13 - "The Politi-
cal Economy of Cocaine in Latin
America," a panel discussion
featuring Trinity College faculty
members Dale Graden,Miguel
Ramirez and Roger Zapata, 4:15
p.m. Rittenburg Lounge, Mather
Hall. Free admission. This event
is part of Latin America Week
sponsored by Latin American
Studies at Trinity College.
Wednesday, March 14 - "Simon
Bolivar and Columbian Independ-
ence" by Margarita Garrido de
Payan, Tinker Lecturer at Trinity
College. 4:15 p.m. Seabury 9-17.
Free admission. This event is part
of Latin America Weeksponsored
by Latin American Studies at
Trinity College.
Wednesday, March 14-"Schools"
of Choice in Public Education-
the East Harlem Experience" by
Sy Fliegel, former superintendent
of the New York City Board of
Education. Sponsored by the
Shelby Cullom Davis Endow-
ment. McCook Auditorium. 8 p.m.
Free admission.
READINGS
Thursday, March 8 - Poetry read-
ing by Margaret Gibson, poet-in-
residence whose books include "
Memories of the Future, The
Daybooks of TinaModotti." 8:15
p.m. Boyer Auditorium, Life
Sciences Center. Free admission.
Reception will follow reading.
Sponsored by the Trinity College
Poetry Center.
Tuesday, March 13 - Poetry read-
ing by Margaret Gibson, poet-in-
residence whose books include "
Memories of the Future, The
Daybooks of TinaModotti." 8:15
p.m. Boyer Auditorium, Life
Sciences Center. Free admission.
Reception will follow reading.
Sponsored by the Trinity College
Poetry Center.
Fiction reading by Bob Peltier, a
student in Trinity College's Indi-
vidualized Degree Program and a
Weathersfield, Conn, resident. 7
p.m. Koeppel Student Center.
This event is part of the Sunday
Evening Event Series at Trinity
College. Free admission.
THEATER
Sunday, March4 - Theater-dance-
music performance 7 p.m. Koep-
pel Student Center, Vernon Street.
This event is part of the Sunday
Evening Event Series at Trinity
College. Free admission.
Sunday, March 11 - Theater-
dance-music performance 7 p.m.
Koeppel Student Center, Vemon
Street. This event is part of the
Sunday Evening Event Series at
Trinity College. Free admission.
Friday, March 2 through Sunday,
March 4 - "The Mystery of Edwin
Drood," annual musical theater
production by Trinity college
students. 8 p.m. J.L. Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center.
General Admission: $8; students
and senior citizens; $5. Boz of-
fice: (203) 297-2199.
Saturday, March 10 and Sunday,
March 11 -"TheMystery of Edwin
Drood," annual musical theater
production by Trinity college
students. 8 p.m. nightly Also at 2
p.m. on March 10. J.L. Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center.
General Admission: $8; students
and senior citizens: $5. Boz of-
fice: (203) 297-2199. "
MUSIC
Saturday, March 17 - Trinity
Community Orchestra concert
featuring the music of Beethoven
and Ives. Conducted by Douglas
Johnson, assistant professor of
music atTrinity College. 8:15 p.m.
J.L. Goodwin Theatre, AUstin
Arts Center. Free Admission.
Sunday, March 18 - Chamber
music concert (program to be
announced). 2 p.m. Hamlin Hall.
General admission: $8; senior
citizens and students: $5. Bo>
office: (203) 297-2199.
DANCE
Friday, March 16 - Urban Bush
Women, an ensemble of sever
new York-based performers whc
present original dance/theatei
works. J.L. Goodwin Theatre.
Austin Arts Center. General
Admission: $10; students and
senior citizens: $5. Box office:
(203) 297-2199. This perform-
ance is made possible in part by a
grant from the New England
Foundation for the Arts.
Sunday, March 18 - "Davidson
and Dance Rhythm" presented by
Artists Collective. 2 p.m. J.L.
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center. General Admission: $10;
students and senior citizens: $5.
Box office: (203) 297-2199.
Friday March 23 through Sunday,
March 25 - Albano Ballet Co. 8
p.m. J.L. goodwin Theatre, Austin
Arts Center. For ticket informa-
tion, call (203) 297-2199.
EXHIBITS
Through Friday, February 16 -
"In Absence of Memory," an in-
stallation piece by Ping Chong,
installation artist, choreographer,
writer. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily in
the Widener Gallery of the Austin
Arts Center. Comissioned by the
New England Foundation for the
Arts.
WSTA • Peace Corps. urban Ua%\Jt • P19A • x Havc a Pneam* ftmrnoji fireuncj
FAI*
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. Eddit ffenz, Keynote
Sponsored W Community Omrezch.
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through Monday, March 12 -
Paintings by Kangti King, a Trin-
ity College junior from Cambr-
idge, Mass. Mather Hall Artspace.
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily. Free
admission.
through Friday, March 23 - Retro-
spective of paintings by the late
Max Coyer, a Trinity College
alumnus. Widner Gallery, Austin
Arts Center. Free admission. 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. daily.
through Thursday, May 31 - "A
portrait of Southern Africa to
1915," Watkinson Library, A
Floor, Trinity College Library.
Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., Saturday 9:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. when the College is
in session. Free admission.
through Thursday, May 31 -
"Artists' Books by Women: From
Flip Books to Photography."
Watkinson Library, AFloor, Trin-
ity College Library. Monday
through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 4:30









Wednesday, February 28 through
Friday, March 23 - Retrospective
of paintings by the late Max Coyer,
a Trinity College alumnus.
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center. Free Admission. 1 p.m. to
5 p.m. daily. Opening reception
starts at 5 p.m. on February 28.
GENERAL
The Ferguson Prizes in Govern-
ment, founded in 1890 by the late
Professor Henry Ferguson of the
Class of 1868, are offered for the
two best essays submitted for any
undergraduate course, tutorial, or
seminar in the Department of
Political Scienceforthe Academic
year. A first prize of $450, and a
second prize of $300 will be
awarded. All essays must be
typwritten, and must be submit-
ted to the Chairman of the Politi-
cal Science Department before
April 13, 1990.
As a part of the current review of
the library, three outside evaluat-
ors will be visiting campus on








students are invited to meet with
these evaluators from 3:30 to 4:15
on February 26 in Rittenberg
Lounge.
Financial Aid has a list of part-
time off-campus jobs. Stop by the
office to check out the opportuni-
ties. If you are interested in full-
time or summer employment,
consult the Career Counseling
Office.
This spring Trinity College will
present the first Highes Award for
achievement in teaching. All
Assistant Professors within ine
year of tenure decision are eli-
gible for this new award, which
was created to honor the late
Arthur Hughes, who served as
Professor of German, Chairman
of Modern Languages, Dean of
the COllege, and on two occa-
sions. Acting President, during a
Trinity career spanning thirty-six
years. A small committee of stu-
dents, faculty members, and aca-
demic deans wilt select this year's
recipient. That committee is now
soliciting letters from students
who wish to write in support of
one or another of those eligible
for the Hughes Award. Please send
letters to Jan Cohn, Dean of Fac-
ulty, Williams 120. Letters are
due by March 15,1990.
The newly founded French Club
will be meeting at 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, February 14 in the
Modem Languages Lounge in
Seabury. We will be drafting the
Club's constitution and planning
activities for the semester. Please
bring your ideas and join us for an
hour of conversation. Tea and
cookies will be provided.
PIZZARONI
1502 Broad Street • Across from the Rugby Field
This Week's Special
! !
| 2 Large pizzas with 1 topping
13.88










2 4 9 - 3 8 9 9 For Very Fast, Free Delivery
Get your hands on a Macintosh before your hands are full.
next, you're behind on your notes, your research,
your term paper.
Our advice: Get in front of a Macintosh®
computer. • , . _
True, it may not turn a lifelong procrastinator amazing newprogram that provides an easy way
into an overachiever. But it will make an enor-
mous difference in how quicklyyou can write,
rewrite, and print your assignments.
Not only will a Macintosh change the way
you look at homework, it'll change the way your
© 1988Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple bgo, HyperCard arid Macintosh are registered
"Memarhq/'AppleComputer, Inc. 'The power to be your best'Is a trademark of Apple '
">npuler, Inc.
homework looks-with an endless variety of * to store, organize, and cross-reference each and
type styles, and graphics that'll make your pro- every bit of information. (HyperCard is included
r .i. t i — i—;i—j „ e~:~nri;«„<+ cAmsj free with every Macintosh.)
So come in and get your hands on a
Macintosh today.
Before your homework slips completely
fessors think you bribed a friend in art school.
And as for all those classroom scribblings,
research notes, and assorted scraps of paper that
litter your desk, we give you HyperCard^-an
through your fingers.
The power to be your best!"
For more information, contact:
Computing Center II
Jacobs Life Science Center





Special to the Tripod
On the average, a single car
adds its own wieght in carbon to
the atmosphere each year. Eve-
ryday, automobiles, industries
and power plants spew out tons
of dangerous toxins. These pol-
lutents take the form of acid rain,
smog and air toxins and add to
the problem of global wanning.
Tuesday, February 27 is
National Clean Air Day and
ConnPIRG invites students to
join the fight against air pollu-
tion. Giant electric and utility
companies, like Union Electic
Company and Consolidation
Coal Company, contribute mil-
lions of dollars anually to oppose
clean air legislation.
Consequently, The Clean
Air Act, a bill on the Senate floor
which calls for tough restric-
tions on emissions, needs grass
roots support. On Tuesday, there
will be an all day letter writing
session in the cave. Constituents
can write to their Senator, asking
for stronger clean air legislation.
The fight for clean air is part
of ConnPIRG's environmental
campaign celebrating the twen-
tieth anniversary of Earth Day in
A.pril.Besides letterwriting, in-
divtduata can reduce air pollu-
tion in their d;ii/) Jives.
- Use public transportation,
carpool, bike, or walk.
- Keep yourcar tuned up and
running well.
- Purchase a car with h i g h
gas milage (at least 35 mpg)
- Cut down on unness ary driv-
ing by calling ahead before shop-
ping and consolidating errands.
- Avoid "drive through" lines
where your car must idle for
long periods.
By toughening existing laws and
creating new legislation as well as
modifying individuals'behavior,
we can get the problem under
control.
"If all the year were playing holidays, to sport would be as tedious as work."
-William Shakespeare from Celestial Seasonings tea bag tag
"This gum is terrible."
-Scralled on the condom dispenser in basement of Mather
"Its going to be tough but I think we'll make it."
-Fredrick Joseph CEO Drexel Burnham Lambert two weeks prior to
Bankruptcy
"It is a rule in this world that men lovesome women but not others. Nairhira did
not make that distinction
-Ninth century poet Ariwara
Freedom Rally In Cave Tuesday A Sucess
-by Patrick Shannon-
World and Nation Editor
On Tuesday the cave saw a
great gathering of singers, speak-
ers and interested students at the
celebration of a Freedom Festi-
val. The songs and speeches
were meant to celebrate and
commemerate the civil rights
movement of the sixties and the
recent release of Nelson Mandela
after 27 years of imprisonment in
a South African prison.
Tuesday's celebration actu-
ally started out as two separate
events, one to bring back the power
of the civil rights movement
through song, and the other to
rejoiceabout the changes in South
Africa and to reflect on what
change still need to be effected
there.
The events became one, a week
earlier when the directors of the
different events found the com-
mon bond which made them
compatible.
Mary Ann Brooks '92, who
was one of the festivals leaders
said that, "I really wanted to
create an atmospere of together-
ness and awareness, which ex-
isted in the civil rights movement,
and bring it to Trinity in the 90's."
The goal was well served by the
outcome, as the whole cave sang
along to the moving songs of the
sixties, and as the speakers held
upwards of 100 people in rapt
attention.
Among the speakers was
visiting Professor of English,
Margaret Randall, who spoke
about Sunday's election in Nica-
ragua. She gave an interesting
assesment of the changing situ-
ation there, and then read a mov-
ing poem by Alice Walker.
Following Randall's speech,
came the highlight of the festival
with a talk given by Tseke Mo-
rathi, who is a visiting student
from South Africa. Mr, Morathi's
gave a stirring and stern warning
against leniency towards his coun-
try. He asserted that economic
sanctions worked and will con-
tinue to work. The American
countries which continue to sup-
port, and in particular, Shell Oil.
Tseke turned the heads of every-
one in the cave and even brought
in people from the mail room and
arcade.
The event closed with song
as the entire group in attendance
joined hands and sung Kumbaya.
Deborah McBride, co-coordina-
tor of" the Freedom Festival, said
the event was, "all that I had hoped,
and very successful."
Judge Rules Ole! Miss Schools Not Integrated
C'PS-Mi.s.sissippi \s eight
public campuses are as segregated
noe as they were in January, 1975,
when citizens first sued to inte-
grate them, the 5th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled February
7.
The ruling, which will force
a lower judge to reconsider a 1987
decision thateffectively called the
schools desegregated, said the




Tonight, Thursday, March 1
McCook Auditorium
Come pick up your Safe Sex Surprise!
An Elton/Jones RC/A/PAL All Campus Program production of ORS
Write for World & Nation.
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campuses had tried to deter black
students from enrolling.
"We are open to all our citi-
zens regardless of race," objected
University of Southern Missis-
sippi President Aubrey Lucas,
who noted black students now





On Campus Sales Rep
We are looking for an entrpreneur-type, responsible student
interested in making money selling RAY-BAN Sunglasses.
Only energetic, serious applicants send resumes to:
Kevin Green
SOLAR SPECS Company
1173A Second Ave.; Ste. 155
New York, New York 10021
Spend This Summer Outdoors
in the center of the action, learning about public
relations and communications.
Perfect for a person with a flair for the person with
a flair for for the dramatic who enjoys working eith
people.
Allows for individual creativity, independence,
and fun.
For information, call 728-3089 or send resume to
Joanne Sciaretta, Hartford Downtown Council, 250
Constitution Plaza, Hartford, CT 06103
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We are getting better...
Over the course of the last semester and a half,
the Tripod stafif has tried its hardest to bring you the
most improved coverage campus life in the
Northeast...
...and we want to be the best.
The addition of more comprehensive news and
sports coverage, including the Security Blotter,
features like Dave Barry, and listings of activities in
the surrounding city make you some of the best
informed students in New England.
Become part of the team.
Staff meetings are held every Tuesday the
Tripod is published in the Tripod office, Jackson
Hall Basement, at 6:30 p.m.
Come and be part of the Tripod.
Your comments are welcome via Box 1310,
campus mail.
Dtie to an unfortunate
computer error, the Trinity
Tripod, which is a weekly
I
(*Scrod not included.)
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WRTC to Release Double Indemnity CD
-by Johnnie Quest-
Special to the Tripod
This week WRTC-FM is
releasing Double Indemnity, a
compact disc compilation of local
rock bands. The purpose of the
compilation is to raise funds for
WRTC to buy a new transmitter
and to gain exposure for CT's
often overlooked music scene.
Double Indemnity's release is
particularly exciting in that it is
the first compact disc produced
by a college station like WRTC.
The idea for Double Indem-
nity started with "Locals Only", a
program that broadcasts on
WRTC Saturdays from 3 to 5pm.
The show features records and
' tapes of rock bands from CT. Scott
Burger, who hosts "Locals Only"
and also serves as WRTC's Sta-
tion Manager, came up with the
idea of a local band compilation
in April of last year.
"WRTC's Board of Direc-
tors was sitting around trying to
figure out how to raise money for
the station and I put forward the
local band compilation concept
as a way to raise WRTC's money
and prestige," said Burger.
WRTC is in critical need for
funds. In the next few years the
station plans to move its transmit-
ter site and buy a new transmitter.
The transmitter now in use is
broadcasting from the top of the
Clement Chemistry building.
In 1988 Trinity's Chemistry
Department bought new, sophis-
ticated lab equipment that it keeps
in Clement. Radio waves from
WRTC's transmitter interfere with
the new lab equipment. Because
of this situation, WRTC must go
off the air every Wednesday and
Friday during the Chemistry lab
hours.
WRTC plans to move its
transmitter site to another build-
ing on campus so that it no longer
interferes with the Chemistry
DepL's lab equipment and can
once again broadcast uninter-
rupted as a 24-hour service to the
Hartford community. Double In-
demnity will hopefully inform
more people of WRTC's plight
and help gather some of the huge
amounts of money needed for the
transmitter.
The Double Indemnity proj-
ect came together when Burger
met partners from Turn Of The
Century (T.O.T.C.) Records, an
independent record company from
New Britain, Ct. Burger recalls
how "the TOTC partners were
interested in helping me produce
WRTC's compilation and right
away I knew everything was
possible. TOTC had practical
experience by releasing two CD
compilations previous to meeting
me." Because of "Locals Only",
Burger had established contacts
with most of the local rock bands
in the area and was able to find
bands who wanted to donate songs
to the compilation. By working
on the project during the summer
months Scott was able to narrow
down selection to the 10 bands on
the compilation. TOTC handled
the technical production work and
promised to take of distribution
and retail for the project.
The most difficult part of the
Double Indemnity project actu-
ally took place in the internal
political workings of WRTC. The
compilation represents a signifi-
cant investment of funds from the
station and many station mem-
bers were concerned that the local
rock compilation would not ade-
quately represent WRTC, which
fills less than a third of its pro-
gramming with rock music.
Burger believes that this was
•A justified concern, but he points
to the fact in order for a compila-
tion to truly represent the station it
would have to include not only
rock, rap, jazz, and reggae, but
also polka, gospel, Portuguese,
and Hispanic musics. In the end a
compromise was reached. The
station would not use the compi-
lation as a premium for its annual
fund-raising marathon as was
originally planned. The release of
the compilation was delayed until
now.
At the end of last semester
the compilation was completed.
1,000 compact disc copies came
back from the factory. The full
length of the compilation is 69
minutes, with 20 songs from 10
different bands. It is titled Double
Indemnity for the dual amount of
work done by WRTC and TOTC
and the insurance business that
characterizes Hartford.
Two of the bands on the disc,
Thick As Thieves and 6 Feet
Under, are from the University of
Connecticut, while Los Euclids
are from Wesleyan. The cover art
was done by a University of Hart-
ford art student.
To celebrate Double
Indemnity's release, WRTC is
sponsoring a party this Friday
night from 9 to 2 at the Eclectic
House, 200 High Street, on the
Wesleyan University campus in
Middletown. Del Crandells, Leigh
Gregory, B,os Euclids, and Stark-
weather will be playing live at the
party.
"Trinity's regulations ex-
clude the Hartford community
from campus events like the CD
release party," saidBurger. "Since
the bands on the CD are from the
community, it would be ridicu-
lous to exclude them. The party is
being held at Wesleyan so that the
community will not feel left out.
Members of the Trinity commu-
nity are still being encouraged to
attend the party at Wesleyan."
After the party, students from
WRTC's staff will drive on to
New York to attend the National
Convention of the International
Broadcasting System. TheDowfo/e
Indemnity compilation will be
promoted to other college radio
stations attending the Convention.
WRTC hopes Double Indemnity
will be heard on college stations
across the country. The compila-
tion offers auniquewayforpeople
to show their support for WRTC.
Double Indemnity CD's and
cassettes will available on cam-
pus and in local stores later this-
month. Copies are also available
by mail-send checks for $14 (for
CD) or $8 (for cassette) made out
to TOTC to rorC-Double Indem-
nity, P.O. Box 65, New Britain,
Ct., 06050-0065.
To many people, Hartford
Connecticut is a cultural black hole; a
pit atop between New York and
Boston. Despite this image, Hartford
does have i thriving underground
rock scene, There may not be that
many clubs where the banda can
play, but the variety and Innovation
expressed by Hartford bands would
do any city kiatice. The ten bands on
thle compilation prove this poinL
One ol the ways these bands
can be hesrdii overihe airwaves of
Connecticut's many superb college""'
radio stations, This compjatidin was:
produced by Radio Trinity College
(WRTC 89,3 FM) of. Hartford [or the , - •
purpose of raiaipg funds for the-' "'
station in orde/'to buy a new-"
transmitter, jl'ia hoped that' In the .,-•
process, we'can give these bands*1
some exposure and show other/that
Hartford is not the deid, urbon shell ,-
thatltiaifiadeouttoibe. i •
Thia*compllatian la dedicated :
to those who keep Hertford's tnusic \
scene alivi. ::. \ ''••
\ Scott Surge' \
v \ Station'"Manafler '•-•
\ WRTC '•,..
is a series of
a variety of up and coming
j t o a t r o a r t i s t
--SUPPORT
DOUBLE INDEMNITY

















Mr Hyde and Mother Oooae
a BIG MISTAKE
Trip to Newport
10 PINHEADS WHO VOTE
My Husband Won't Let Me
11 DELCRANDALLS
Ginger Snaps
12 6 FEET UNDER





15 THICK AS THIEVES
Water Street
1S PINHEADS WHO VOTE
Shredder
17 BIMBO SHRINEHEADS






The Sea, The Sea 4:36





















Double Indemnity back jacket cover
Double Indemnity Compact Disc Cover Courtesy of WRTC
Babylon Rug: Free Flowing Music
-by Roger Park-
Am StaffWriter
Babylon Rug, a talented
campus band, has been highly
visible throughout this year. Their
experiences have thus far con-
sisted of playing at various frater-
nities and functions.
Aaron Lippert '92 vocals/
guitar, Gary McCrumb '91 vo-
cals/guitar, Tom Brunemeyer '90
vocals/bass, Pete Alegi '92 per-
cussion/vocals, Bob Daly '90
congos, and Don "Duck" Reich
'90 vocals/keyboards make up the
fledgling group, which has been
together for a little over two years.
According to Reich, the
band's name is derived from the
rastafarian belief that we are now
living in an age of confusion and
chaos, the world of Babylon.
Because the Rug plays a lot of
Greatful Dead songs, they are at
times called a "Dead" band.
McCrumb, known for breaking
many D strings, commented,
"Well, we're very much alive."
Although the Dead is a, strong
influence on the band, Babylon
Rug converts songs into theirown
distinctive style. "We're defi-
nitely influenced by the Dead's
improvisations and how they cre-
ate that bridge between songs,"
McCrumb added.
With a list of about 90 songs,
Babylon Rug is known to play a
straight three to four hour set
without breaks. Favoring no par-
ticular song, one member said,
"Our favorite song is the song
we're playing at that moment."
McCrumb wanted to stress the
point that, "We do the tune our
way."
Brunemeyer made it clear
that, "Our amps go to eleven!"
The Rug hopes that their future
gigs will include spring weekend
here at Trinity, and probably a gig
at Wesleyan and Taft School in
Watertown. In summer, Babylon
Rug will be performing in Rome,
where Alegi is originally from.
When asked why there are
not that many bands on campus,
Alegi answered, "Music is a way
to comunicate and express your-
self and a lot of people here are
afraid to show what they enjoy."
McCrumb stated that, "The band
communicates with each other
while we play our
instruments/The band also uses
music as its medium to communi-
cate with others. Brunemeyer
commented, "We want the audi-
ence to groove with us and not to
be afraid."
The Rug is presently working
on originals such as "Walking in
the Rain", "1600 Pennslyvania
Blues", "Duck Soup", and many
more. Lippert said that, "When
we do covers, we add some origi-
nality to them."
McCrumb added, "From that
point, we are able to harvest ideas
for other songs." The band never
plans before playing a gig be-
cause they enjoy that "spontane-
ous essence" as Reich says, that
makes the band. He also added
that, "We're against gravity; our




The Jesters just completed a very
successful SOLD OUT series of one-acts in
February. Of the three plays presented, two
were written by students and all three were
directed by students. Included was the winner
of the Jesters Annual Playwriting Contest:
Night Wil'h the ra<« by Penner Solie '91; as
well as D-E-A-D? by playwright Hope Weiner
'90.
Each playwright has another play
appearing in May. Come support the work of
your friends. Thank you to all who were a part
o f A Random Night of Theatre, including the
audience!




Scrib SeZ:Sit or Spin
by Bill Schreiber
Paul Brickman, director of Risky Business, takes a different more probing turn in the just
released Men Don't Leave. The film, starring Jessica Lange, is yet another work which explores
the hardships in America — "the land of opportunity" — when tragedy strikes the main
breadwinner of the family. In the wake of Roger and Me and Stanley and Iris (reviewed last issue)
I would venture to say that Hollywood is reflecting a certain anxiety about the fragile nature of
economic security in our times. Each of these films suggests that it takes "a second to say
goodbye" to stability and the American dream (read: a home, the great middle class icon of the
American dream). However, Men Don't Leave, like Stanley and Iris, succeeds only three- u t • *. n * * t u « . • • • ' • * •
quarters of the way. Its attempt to draw a somber picture of a suburban family gone bust (sort f ; c o f ™ d Deep, seems to be getting a significant once-over
of like A Death in the Family meets Umberto D) sinks into the soar, onera-Iike ™d h«« tm.,hlp b / b o t h f
c,olleSe. r a d l ° a n d progressive commencal stations.
Apparently, early audience response is good, as Murphy has
Peter Murphy, DEEP. Beggars Banquet - RCA
Peter Murphy has long been atop the heap of
melodramatically senseless, blah-blah, "life is so horrible and
bleak for us all" lyricists. Murphy's previous works as the ex-
frontman in Bauhaus and solo efforts have been described as
"chronically pompous pseudo-babble." Yet, his latest release
tapped into the solo voice, mod-rock sound of backing acoustic
chords, spot electric guitar riffs, and rhythm drums. There is
definitely some Bowie-esque influence as Peter Murphy reaches
for a sound between rock and dance music. The lyrics are less
than inspirational but the upbeat sound is a break and a relief
from any past humdrum misery of Bauhaus or Murphy's last
release in '88, Love Hysteria. Catchy tunes (or high rotation cuts
if you please) include "Cuts You Up," either about a secret love
affair or a drug addiction (sorry about the ambiguity) , and
"Shy."
Peter Murphy's form of rock serves up very little that is
brand new or revolutionary. Echo and the Bunnymen and The
Church have seen the same type of response on "alternative"
charts with similar sounds to Murphy's. These bands never
really offered a whole lot except good music for passing out or
falling asleep. Then again, that isn't so undesirable these days.
p p t an as rouble
holding together all of its narrative lines.
The film begins with an other-worldly, gauze-filtered shot of a child. Matt Macauley
(played by Charlie Korsmo) running away from the camera on a snow covered path int he woods.
In the next shot he runs toward the camera alongside of a slow moving train approaching his
house. The house is lit like a jack-o-lantern, as orange light seems to billow out from the windows.
We are guided through all of this by the fluted voice of Matt, who ends by saying that when he
reaches the protection of his warm house he is "saved." The elements which dominate the film
are contained within these opening shots. The editing of Richard Chew is elliptical and self-
conscious. It captures the impressionistic, dream-like way of recalling that corresponds to the
way a child would remember. Brickman also relies on the expressionistic use of lighting to
support the ethereal quality created by his editing. Throughout the film, he will use "key lights"
to paint masks of light on his characters faces. Yet the command of visual elements that Brickman
and his collaborators set forth is often not enough, or is often too much, for the plot of the story.
After Matt reaches home, we are drawn into the domestic and ostensibly peaceful world
of the Macauley family. In a well-crafted sequence we are introduced to each of the principle
characters and their relationaship to each other. Beth Macauley (played by Jessica Lange) loves
her husband, if not exuberantly and on equal terms, atjeast enough to want to make love with
and breakfast for him. The young Matt works on his playhouse in the backyard and is playfully ,
tortures by his brother, Chris (Chris O'Donnell). "Playfully tortured" is a good way to describe
the relationship between all of the characters: Matt playfully tortures his parents by interrupting their moments of intimacy; Mr. Macauley playfully tortures his
wife with his demands for her to play the role of housewife (make breakfast, find keys); Matt, who emulates his father, also playfully tortures his mother with
technician, Jody. Jody "loves to help people," and quickly adopts/seduces Chris. Matthew becomes friends with a highly resourceful 8 year old, Winston, who
teaches him the art of VCR theft. He steals in pursuit of cash, for he perceives that it is money that will save his family from breaking apart (his role calls to mind
the main character in D.H. Lawrence's "The Rocking Horse Winner"). Yet it is Jessica Lange's role which predominates. Throughout the film she plays the
beleagured and resigned widow. Unskilled, she is forced to work as a baker (note connection to Jane Fonda's role
in Stanley and Iris) and gopher for the dictatorial gourmet food store owner, Lisa (Joan Cusack). At the same time,
Charles Simon (Arliss Howard), a classical musician who plays both avant-garde music and polka, tries to enter into
the her life. However, she is unable to keep either her job or her relationship with Charles. In her dazed and battered
condition, Beth sinks into a black depression that Brinkman and Lange succeed in capturing.
As the title itself suggests, Men Don't Leave is an interesting but also jerky and uneven film. The trials of Beth
Macauley do arouse our sympathy, but director Paul Brickman has trouble telling his story. His tendency to wander
combined with the need to reach a resolution in the end which struck me as false note, takes away from what is
otherwise a stylistically interesting and well-acted film.
The Trinity College Department of Music
presents
, Y THE 1985 HIT BROADWAY MUSICAL
|||f|^:I§||||||Bi
Fully Staged with Orchestra!
The musical for which the audience votes the ending*
DIRECTED and CONDUCTED by GERALD WIOSMELL
SETS by KAREN SPARKS MELLON, CHOREOGRAPHY by KYM NARDIN^
Fri... Sun., March 2 - 4,1990 8 pm
Sai.--Sun., .March 10-11 ,1990 8 pm
Saturday, March 10,1990 2 pm
J.L.Goodwin Theatre
AuslinAHsCeii»cr,llnrlford,Gr 06106 . ,
For tickets antlinrormation contact the Box Office at 297-2199.






Directed by Richard Foreman
A bold, pioneering drama of a
simple man's struggle against-
an oppressive society.
Now Through March 17
•••; Student Rush
HarffordSfage





"Hold on Lou"L a rather unpresumptuous title for what
I thought would be a banal Sports Illustrated article on a highly
touted high school football player. The focus of the piece was
Morrow (Ga.) High football star Andre Hastings. Hastings,
thought by most scouts to be the best of the 1990 recruiting class,
has even been projected by SI to be an all-pro in 1995. One
might think that such heavy accolades would go to the nineteen-
year-old's head and they certainly have.
In foregoing the traditional Feb. 14 signing date Hastings
has narrowed the 100 school recruiting list to three: Notre
Dame, Florida St., and Georgia. Hastings may have the softest
hands in America (he's a wide receiver if you haven't shovelled
through the manure yet) but he has the humility of "Neon"
Deon Sanders (FSU Class of'88). The tale of Hastings recruiting
process seems to be more of a synopsis on arrogance by "Andre
the Prophet" than a poor kid from Georgia hoping to receive an
education. Hastings' list of prerequisites is absurd to the point
of ludicrousy: all suitors must guarantee that he will wear
jersey number 1, that he must have a room with a private bath
on campus, and be able to sport whatever style of shoes, helmet
and thigh pads he wants. The average requests for any
incumbent college athlete, I-think.
Andre Hastings has brought unmitigated arrogance to
an art form. The boastful remarks flow from his lips like poetry.
"If Florida St. told me I could wear number 1, they'd be at least
98 percent sure to get me... .I'm not sure Florida St. understands
the significance of me having number 1." Andre, I think
everyone in the country realizes how you must wear number 1.
Andre also has some input on education, "Look, football is first
and academics are second everywhere, and there's no need to
half-step about it." Hastings also describes the relative
unimportance of the SAT, "they ask you a whole bunch of
words nobody uses."
Either Andre Hastings is the complete antithesis of College
athletics or he is part of a new breed. He emphasizes the
importance of his education in saying, "Whenever the pros
offer me money, I'm gonna take it and run," he adds, "What I
figure is I'll get a five-year pro contract for $5.5 million. And that
will be it." Should we question the motive of Hastings or
should we question the path that college athletics have taken?
Last week, Notre Dame signed a $38 million T.V. contract with
NBC, another example of athletes and institutions chasing the
pot of gold. The term "scholar-athlete" was once in vogue. Has
it changed to "dollar-athlete"? A young wide receiver in
Morrow, Georgia says yes with his million dollar smile.
jai-alai
BERENSONS' •:if5 . • .
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Present this pass at the Box Office to receive
| Four $4.00 Seats FREE «
a Offer expires April 29,1990 0.
— Valid College ID Required —
COUPON GOOC FOR ANY ONE PROGRAM.
STATE I M : MUST BE 18 YBWS Of AGE T
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Women's Basketball Finish 9-13
-By Mark Gruba-
Sports Writer
The women's basketball team
closed its season over open period
with three wins to finish with a
final record of 9-13, The high-
light of the stretch run was a 72-
52 victory over the Lady Jumbos
of Tufts in seniors Karyn Far-
quhar, Kathy Ennis, and Debbie
Glew's final home game.
Tufts, 14-3 entering the game
and highly ranked in New Eng-
land, came into Oosting Gym
expecting a victory. However,
the Lady Bants came out with the
most intensity they have shown
all season and took the game right
to the Lady Jumbos. Never trail-
ing, the Lady Bants maintained a
slim lead throughout most of the
first half. At the 5:00 minute
mark the Lady Bants opened up
their largest lead of the half, 23-
15, on a basket by Amy Chiodo.
A Kathy Moynagh steal and lay up
just before halftimeput the Lady
Bants up 31-26 going into the
locker room.
The second half was more
impressive than the first. The
Lady Bants man defense was at
its best, holding Tufts to only
three field goals in the first 10:00
of the half. During this time the
Lady Bants stretched their lead
from 5 to 15 points with Moyn-
agh (17 pts) and Farquhar (22 pts)
doing most of the damage. In the
last 5:00 minutes of the game the
Lady Bants delivered the knock-
out punch on the foul line where
they were money, converting 14
of 17 attempts.
The 72-52 blowout led to a
jubilant post-game celebration in
which the seniors were honored
with flowers. Pleased with the
outcome, Coach Maureen Pine
stated, "This shows that we can
beat people. We just have to
come out and play the rest of our
games this way."
The victory over Tufts was
preceded by a loss to Williams on
the road and a victory over Man-
hattanville at home. After losing
to Williams the Lady Bants took
out their frustration on Manhat-
tanville in a 70-45 rout. Surpris- '
ingly.abasketbyMaureenStrick- '
land (10 pts) gave the Lady Bants
only a 27-25 halftime advantage.,'
However, in the second half the ̂L.
Lady Bants pulled away as 11
players broke into the scoring
column. ' The game was
Farquhar's (15 pts) 77th in her
career, establishing a new school
record for games played in a
career. ,3
The final game of the year!
was last Saturday at Vassar. It j
came on the heels of two tough J
mid-week losses to Amherstand^
Wesley an. Ending the season on
ahighnote, the Lady Bants topped
Vassar 72-52 in a game that w
never close. Seniors Farquhar,
'Ennis, and Glew starred as eve-
ryone contributed to the win. .
After suffering through »•*
season of frustration, the Lady
Bants were able to end on a posi-
tive note as the seniors were abl$
to end their careers fittingly, with
a win.
Hoops Legend Michael Stubbs
Winds Down Bantam Career in Style
-By Cara Cahalan-
Sports Writer
When Trinity took on Man-
hattanville College on Saturday,
February 17, Michael Stubbs
needed a mere four rebounds to be
the onJy player in Trinity history
to score 1,000 points and bring
down 1,000 rebounds. Since
Stubbs averages 18.2 caroms a
game, leading the country in
rebounding, no one doubted he
could gather the four against
Manhattanville. Needless to say,
Trinity's 6'8" senior did not dis-
appoint the crowd.
When the game opened,
Stubbs received two quick per-
sonal fouls, the second of which,
a touch foul, got the crowd on its
feet. In response to the question-
able call, Stubbs sat out a portion
of the first half. To no one's
surprise Stubbs came in to grab
his one thousandth rebound with
8:02 remaining in the first period.
The game was stopped and Mi-
chael Stubbs received the recog-
nition he deserved, although a bit
embarrassed.
Stubbs has led Trinity since
the moment he arrived at Trinity
from Northwest Catholic H.S. in
West Hartford. Due to his unbe-
lievable play as a senior, it's hard
to believe he ever was afreshman.
His first two years at Trinity,
Stubbs was recognized on the
Liberty Classic All-Tournament
team. During his junior year
Stubbs captured the Roger Wil-
liams Most Valuable Player honor
and led the team to the EC AC
championship. This year, as the
only senior on the squad, his lead-
ership is essential to the team's
play. This leadership is clear
whether Stubbs is on the court or
supporting the team from the
bench.
The Amherst game last
Wednesday was an example ^
this guidance. When the game
was close, Stubbs was able to.
dump in 36 points and bringdown
25 rebounds, to lead Trinity 8r
75 over the Lord Jeffs. S t *
will graduate this year, leaving





















LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME
JOB THAT DOESN'T REQUIRE
A PAPER HAT?
If you are enthusiastic about Trinity, self-confident, and
articulate, the College's Development Office may have
the job for you. We are looking for students to help
solicit gifts from alumni by phone. We pay $6 per hour,
and calls are made between 6:30 - 9:30 p.m. Ifyoucan
give up two orthree evenings per week this April, call






































































TVSnSty 3, Conn. College 2
TVinity (16-6) 1 0 2 - 3
Conn. College(14-8) 2 0 0 - 2
GoalssiYSnceri, duBoef, Scull
Saves: Tuck 29
Trinity 7, fliffts 2
Trinity (17-6) 3 2 2 - 7
Tufts (7-16) 0 1 1 - 2
GoalssMurphy, Krebs, Macartney
2, duBoef 2, Leddy
Saves: fl ick 24











Feb. 27, 1989- Pennsylvania Governor
Tom Casey establishes this date as "Lionel
Simmons Day", as Simmons notched his
3,000 career point.
NCAA. All-Time Scoring Leaders
3,«7 - Pete Maravich, LSU, 19*7-1970
3,249 - Freeman Williams, Portland St., 1974-1978
3,066 - Hatty Kelly, Texas Southern, 1979-1983
3,044 - Lionel Simmons, LaSalle, 1986-prcsent
3,008 - Hereey Hawkins, Bradley, 1984-1988
1973 - Oscar Robertson, Cincinnati, 1957-1960
2,951 - Danny Manning, Kansas, 1984-1988
2,914 - Alfredrick Hughes, Loyola, 111, 1981-1985
Tripod All-Native Philadelphia Team
F-Hank Gathers Dobbins Tech
F-Lionel Simmons Southern
C-Brian Shorter Simon Gratz
G-Bo Kimble Dobbins Tech














Men's Basketball Mar. 3, 7, 10 ECAC Tournament
Hockey Mar. 3, 7, 10 ECAC Tmrnament
Correction: In. the February 6 issue,
Pieter van der Heide was incorrectly
credited with three three-pointers
and eighteen points. Those were
accomplished by Matt Vaughn,
The College View








The View Specials '
Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are only $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
Sunday Night- Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
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Icemen Beat Camels and Jumbos for #1 ECAC South Seed
-By Rick Zednik-
Sports Editor
Trinity's men of the ice
ended their regular season Satur-
day night with a 7-2 win over
Tufts at Kingswood-Oxford rink.
The victory gave the Bantams a
record of 16-3 in ECAC North/
South play (17-6 overall) and the
first seed in the playoffs.
Goinginto their game against
Wesleyan on Feb. 14, Trinity was
locked in a tie with Iona and
Connecticut College atop the
ECAC South. Each team had two
blemishes on their record.
TheBantams wasted no time
in making an impression at Mid-
dletown when Eric McGranahan
'93 scored on a Scott Leddy '92
feed only 39 seconds into the
contest. With fifteen seconds
remaining in thefirstperiod, Mike
Murphy '90 picked qff a pass at
center ice and relayed to Todd
duBoef '90 who hit the back of
the net for a 2-0 lead. Wesleyan
dominated the second period and
narrowed the deficit to one at the
end of forty minutes.
Trinity took over in the third
period with a five goal scoring
barrage. Bill Macartney '90
scored on adish from Larry Trin-
ceri '91 3:37 into the period and
35 seconds later Jeff MacDonald
'92 added another. The Cardi-
nals felt the effects of missing
five regulars to injury and a sus-
pension and the Bantams capatal-
ized. The explosive attack also
featured goals by Murphy, Robert
Krebs '93, and Trinceri.
When the team from Roger
Williams skatedinto town, hardly
anyone expected anything other
than a Bantam victory. Trinity
was not prepared for the fight
staged by the guests and lost to a
mediocre team at home, just as
they had done a week earlier
against Assumption.
duBoef notched two scores
and Brad Strahorn '93 one, but it
would not be enough. Bill Haes-
che scored his second of the game
for Roger Williams and tied the
game at three. Only fourteen sec-
onds later, Mike Simone tallied
his second goal of the night to
break the tie and give the visitors
the upset win.
The matchup with Conn.
College on Feb. 20 now gained
immense importance. The winner
of this game would likely earn the
higher seed. Iona would wind up
seeded third, which came as a
surprise to the other schools in the
tournament.
The Camels took a 2-1 lead
into the lockerroom for the first
intermission. Trinceri had pro-
vided the Bantam goal. The sec-
ond period was an intense defen-
sive battle including an outstand-
ing effort from Trinity goalie Jeff
Tuck '92 who in only his third
start of the season recorded 29
Trinity Hockey defeated Tufts 7-2 to give the Bantams the top seed in the ECAC Playoffs. photo by Kathleen Thomas
saves. Nothing got past either
netminder for about thirty min-
utes. Trinity tied the score at 8:07
of the third on a goal by
McGranahan. Tom Scull '92
broke the tie with a goal with only
2:47 showing on the clock, thus
giving Trinity a very important
clutch win.
The Bantams' last regular
season game was against Tufts at
home. Trinity opened the scoring
with a power play goal by Murphy
7:49 into the initial period.
Twenty-two seconds later, Krebs
put the puck past the Jumbo goalie
and after 1 minute 48 seconds,
Macartney matched the feat.
Trinity had control of the
game and built the lead to 5-0 on
a goal by duBoef and a very acro-
batic score by Macartney, assisted
by Jay Monahan '93 and Trin-
ceri. The Bantams delivered a
flurry of shots in the third period,
with Leddy and duBoef connect-
ing on the only two of twenty-
four bullets fired at the Tufts
'tender in the period. The final
result was a 7-2 win for the Ban-
tams and a closure to the regular
season schedule.
Heading full speed ahead
for the playoffs, the Bantams
look impressive. In 19 games
against North/South competi-
tion, Trinity has averaged 6.42
goals scored per game and 2,58
goals allowed. They are seeded
first and will play their second
round game at home on Satur-
day against the winner of
Amherst and WNEC. Don'tmiss
the action.
Men's Basketball Wins Four, Looks to Defend ECAC Title
-By Cara Cahalan-
Sports Writer
The first Saturday of open
period, Trinity took on the Man-
hattanville College Valiants. The
Bantams came into the game with
a 9-7 record and were able to
improve it with a 93-78 victory.
Senior Michael Stubbs gained his
1,000"' career rebound and tallied
16points. Trinity'sMark O'Day
(lOpoints) scored the first basket
and the Bants never looked back.
Two quick fouls forced Stubbs
out of the contest for a consider-
able portion of the first period,
but junior captain Joe Reilly took
control for Trinity.
Reilly was unstoppable,
Chris Hinchey drives to the hoop -Photo by Kevin Hong
scoring 13 points in the first half
and another 17 in the second to
lead the team with 30 points.
Sophomores MattPerno and Mike
Allen had outstanding games
adding 13 apiece for the Bants.
Other scorers were Mark
Horncastle (5), Dennis McCoy
(4), and Matt Vaughn (2). Junior
Chris Hinchey was forced to sit
out of the game due to injury.
Two days later the Bants trav-
eled to the United States Coast
Guard Academy, in New Lon-
don. The Bears had defeated
Trinity in a close 75-77 game
before winter break but were
unsuccessful in their second
attempt. Trinity took Coast Guard
67-59, moving their record to T1 -
7.
TheBears were in foul trouble
from the start which may have
been the difference in this match.
Trinity led by nine at half with a
29-20 score. Trinity had no prob-
lem controlling Coast Guard and
was able to spread scoring out
evenly. Senior Stubbs led the
way with 18 points and 18 re-
bounds. Vaughn, McCoy, and
Reilly followed close behind with
13,12,and 11 points respectively.
Vaughn was able to bring down 7
rebounds in addition to his thir-
teen points. Other scorers were
O'Day (4), Allen (3), Perno (3),
and Horncastle (2).
With momentum behind
them, the Bants traveled to
Amherst to conquer the Lord
Jeffs' who were promptly de-
feated 81-75. Trinity's victory
was accompanied by an incred-
ible game by every member of
the team. With less than ten
seconds left on the clock before
half-time, Stubbs laid in a cherry-
picker to bring the score up to 42-
40, Amherst lead. With the Lord
Jeffs in control of the ball and 2
seconds before half, sophomore
Matt Perno stole the ball, was
fouled, sank two free-throws and
tied the game up 42-42.
Returning after half-time,
there was no question as to who
would win the game. Trinity had
the momentum and Michael
Stubbs was literally walking past
Amherst'spaintplayers. No one
was able to stop him which led to
his career high 36 points and 25
rebounds!! Joe Reilly added 20
of his own points and had another
incredible game for the Bants.
Other points came from Vaughn
and Perno with five; McCoy,
Horncastle and O'Day with four
and Allen with three.
This past Saturday night
Trinity picked up its fifth win in a
row, by defeating Wheaton, 78-
62, at Wheaton. As the game
opened, Trinity became frustrated
by the Wheaton crowd but was
able to calm down their game
after a few minutes of play. The
remainder of the half was played
neck to neck, which ended with a
thirty all tie. As the second
period opened, Trinity came out
stronggainingatwelvepointlead,
Michael Stubbs led the way with
an incredible performance of 31
points and 24 rebounds.
Wheaton's first year coach Roy
Dow was unable to provide a
player to control Stubbs. Dow
led a tirade against the game's
referee which resulted in his two
simultaneous techical fouls (al-
though anyone at the game would
have given him three). Sopho-
more Matt Vaughn shot the techi-
cals for Trinity and sank all four,
infuriating the Wheaton coach,
but pleasing the Trinity fans and
the referee. Those four shots and
the ball changed the momentum
of the game, and secured a Trin-
ity win. Vaughn had an out-
standing performance hitting
100% from the line (8/8) and
compiling 19pointsforthe.Bants.
Joe Reilly was perfect from the
line and added 11 points. Other
scorers were Horncastle (6),
McCoy (6), and Allen (5).
With the incredible play of
Stubbs and Reilly, in addition to
the off-the-bench performance of
Matt Perno and Mike Allen, the
Bants seem ready for postseason
play. All that remains is the last
home game against Wesleyan. If
you can come on Tuesday night
at 8:00, your support would be
greatly appreciated.
Michael Stubbs Feature Story Intramural Standings
Too Much, Too Soon for Prep Star Women's Hoops
